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ABSTRACT

This thesis aims to examine the nature of zoning, in cognizance of its

intents (ie. to protect public heaìth, to protect proPerty, order and the

comprehensive plan), with the hope of sheddÌng some fresh insights on

zoning in an inner city area of Winnipeg, There are three component parts

a historicaì study of the concepts behind the fundamental zoning purpose,

a selective review of contenporâry pìanning critÌcism of the purposes, and

a commun ìty study.

The community study (of \,/innipeg's North Logan area during a land

expropriation inquiry in lgBl-82) allows j udgments to be mâde on the

validity of the purposes and their ability to meet ìh" n"ud, of residents

¡n the North Logan neighbourhood. A wide range of resource mâteriâls was

fortunately avaiìabìe when data was coìlected, including a taPe recording

of the expropriation hearing, personal interviews, planning rePorts from

the City's archives, and books and periodÌcals on the nature of zoning.

The thesis invest¡gêtion determines thêt the zoning process, rather

than the zoning technique, is functioning inadequately in the North Logan

area. The needs of the residents are not being met and the fundamental

purposes are not able to meet their exPectations. As a result of my

research, I recommend that the zoning process be changed to increase

resident participation in the decisÌon-making Process. This wouìd pernrit

the zoning purposes and supporting concePts to be regulêrly reevaluated

and standards to be amended according to the neighbourhood's needs. The

recomnendations promote cooperation between Planners and Ìnner city

residents in the hope that confrontat ions like this one in North Logan

are avoided in the future.
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ln t roduct ion

Zoning is the most promÌnent tool of North American pìanning practice.

\,Jhile it has been criticized, challenged and defended in various quarters,

it renrains steadfast and soì id in all communities as an rriron lawrr of land

use. lts reputation for controìlìng development was built in the time of

suburban expansion. But, zoning remained a primarily suburban land use

technique. lt has not generaìly been considered an innovative pìanning

technique for servÌng inner city areas. ln fact, planners hâve questioned

its appropriateness for inner cîty neighbourhoods for some time.

A \,/innÌpeg transÌtional neighbourhood caìled North Logan exemplifies

the manner in which zoning apparently can adverseìy affect an inner cìty

neighbourhood deveìopment, The area is the focus of a community case

study to be taken up ìater in the thesis, but it is fitting that the areê

be introduced now since its hìstory, in part, led to my questioning of

the zon ing p rocess.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE CASE STUDY AREA

The 20-acre area in question, a mixed ìand use area bounded by Stanley

Street and Gunneì Street to the east and west and Higgins and Logan Avenues

to the north and south, has a well-docunented history, \^lith the advent of

the CPR railway in the 1870's, the portion of land around what ìs now

lsabel Street was subdivided for commercial, light industrial and

residential uses, Typical of most cities during this period, a mix of

ìand uses was accommodated. Emphasis was placed on the efficiency of such

a limited spat¡al distribution of working and livìng areas. The close

proximity of residence to work place was accepted and essentiaì Ìn the

absence of affordabìe transportat ion for area workers, many of whom were

emp loyed by the CPR,



The diverse land uses coexisted until 1950 when the area was zoned
a

fìi9ht industriaì (M2). The residentiaì use of the area was to be phased

out gradually. No new houses were to be buiìt. Whiìe the presence of

noisy transport and cartage companies were a minor threat to heaìth and

safety, residents stayed on. Since the 1.42 zoning did not encourage the

upkeeping of houses, many became dÌìapîdated and were destroyed by fire

or through enforcement of Health and Sanitation By-ìaws.

It was not until 1980 that physical changes to the area couìd be

carried out, A tri-government body (under the banner of the \,/innipeg

Core Area lnitiative) was formed in ìate l980 to guide a 996-milìion

redevelopment program for downtown Wînnipeg. 0n Hay 2/, l!81, a.

Provinciaì 0rder-in-Counciì (agreed upon by the Core Area lnitiative)

in it i ated the exp ropr iat ion of the 20-êcre mixed use a rea without

questioning the reasonabìeness of this directìve. The objective was two-

fold in nêture: to package the 20-acres for high tech industries, and

to provide a right-of-way for a new Salter Street brÌdge. ln June, area

residents and businessmen quickly formed the Logan Community Comm¡ttee

(LCC) to fight the exproprÌêtion order in court, They cìaimed the M2

zoning had never met their need for redevelopment and thêt the

expropriation process was ilìegal and unfêir, They saw the area in a

state of transitîon while the City refused to acknowledge this stête,

urban Affaîrs Hinîster, Eugene Kostyra, întervened by cailing a judicial

{linqu i ry în mid-December 1981,

The appointed Commissioner to the lnqu¡ry, Evelyn ShapÌro, was asked

to recommend whether expropriation of the properties wês rrfairrr and

"reasonably necessary for the achievement of Core Area lnitiâtive

objectives. Both the City and the LCC tabled reports over the next four



months wh ich supported and rejected, respect ive ly, the M2 zon ing as

representêtive of and meeting the needs of the trânsitional area, (The

Commissìoner eventually recommended a series of sweeping changes ìncluding

the development of a new area plan (and zonìng) with the LCC as active

pârticipant in the future deveìopment of the mixed use area, Consequently,

the LCC (now the Logan Developnìent Corporation) êcts as a responsible

partner in determining zoning chanoes and future development,

NATURE OF THE INQUIRY

Planning for a mixed use transitionaì neighbourhood ìn Winnipeg had

been sporadicaìly addressed by the City over a fifty year period. Despite

the presence of a comprehensive plan, zoning and some sporadic concern by

residents, the êrea became dîsrupted over the issue of plênned redevelopment

with zoning being of no assistênce to property owners or tenants in the

âreâ, This inquiry poses a centrâl question: why did zoning function

inadequately as a land use controì for the residents ìn a transitional area

of l{inn ìpe9?

Perhaps the orÌginaì purposes of zoning do not apply in the modern city,

Perhaps the wrong tooi is beÌng used in transitionaì areas. Accordingiy,

the inquiry broadened to ask four reìated questions which are dealt with

over the course of Chapters 2 through 5:

l. \,Jhat are the origìnal purposes of zoning? (Chapter 2)

2. Are these purposes still evident in current practice? (Cnapter 4)

3. Are these purposes inoperable with the conditions of today?

(chapte r !)

4. lrhat êre, and how valid are, the criticêl theories about zoning?

(Chapters 3 ê 5)
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The purpose of this thesis then is to examìne firsthand the nature

of zoning, in cognizance of its intents, with the hope of shedding some

fresh insights on the question of zoning ìn the inner city.

14ETHODOLOGY

The reasons and inspiration for this thesis derived from readings of

zoning law and a case study which arose at the same time, \{hiìe finishing

a pìannìng law class in the master¡s degree program, I began ê series of

readings on the history of zoning and its development into Canadian

legislation. A review of the British and American origins of deveìopment

controls and zoning estabì¡shed a personal impression that ìong standing

precedents for land ùse controls were equated wîth some degree of

reliability and equitable decision-making. lt became aPParent during the

ìaw course, however, that innumerable court cases since the ìate nineteenth

century suggested that the zoning process has always been the source of

controversy and that there was rarely enough time and money for either

defendant or plaintiff to plead their cêses.

Further readîng in contemporary zoning issues fol lowed the course.

Planning critìcism by Hichael Smith, David Harvey, Patrick McAuslan, Kent

Gerecke and Richard Sennett questioned asPects of four commonly used

purposes of zoning: (l) protection of.public health and welfare;

(2) protection of property; (3) maÌntenance of order; and (4) the

comprehensive plan. Furthermore, zoning was recognized as a poìitìcal

game between interest groups; politicîans, planners, deveìopers, and

ordinary citizens each vie to have specÎfic needs or demands met. Groups

use the fundamental zoning purposes to rêtionalize the zoning Process but

invariably apply different degrees of importance to the standards upholding

the p u rposes .
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A generaì review of ìiterature on zoning pråctice prepares a critique ol

zoning practice. One author, planner-geographer P. J. Smith, provided a

first synthesis of the zoning purposes (as influenced by Utiìitarianism)

for which the work of aforementioned authors could be used as support.

It was soon after reading Sm¡thrs êrticle on the influence of Utilitar-

ianism on earìy planning experience in Alberta that, coincidentêìly, the

North Logên area expropriat¡on inqu¡ry took place. lt was the timely

opportunity of witnessing the expropriation hearings ênd of talking with

the partìes involved that ¡nfluenced the direction of my thesis.

During the lnquÌry hearings, the fundamental zoning purposes supported

the City's rât¡onale for exproprìating the neighbourhood. The community

group's defence incorporated a contemporary usage of the fundamental

purposes that addressed the needs of the neighbourhood. The Logan

Community Committee (l-CC) claimed that the orîgînal zoning purposes and

their standards (which shaped the enforcing of zoning by-ìaws and

amendments) could not easily be appìied to their neighbourhood. lt was

at thís point that the foìlowing component parts were deveìoped so as to

answer the historical and contemporary questÌons díscussed previousìy.

The three component parts for the thesis êre the historicaì study,

the seìective revÌew of contemporary planning criticism, and the case

study. These parts are introduced beìow.

The historical study ìntends to make sense of the fundamental zoning

purposes as the original basis for a ìand-use planning resPonse.

Chapter 2 wilì selectively examine the urban conditions and theoretical

influences that shaped a zoning response, The contents of the histor¡cal

study will be contrasted to and compared with that in Chapter 4 which

describes the contemporary circumstances for testing the purpose.



The selective review of contemporarv olanni ng criticism provides a

contemporary understanding of the concepts behind the zoning purposes,

The seìective overview of pìanning criticism provides for an aìternate

understanding of the zoning purposes.

The case study is a test of the originaì zoning purposes in a

contemporary setting. Unlike most case studies, it ¡s not known whether

it is typical, There are other reasons for using a câse study however:

l. A testÌng ground for the fundamentaì purposes was provided. The

linkage of practice and theory was thus made possible.

2. Extensive dâta coììection on the area and its inhabitants was

possible. The Judicìal lnquiry into the North Logan expropriation area

provided a rare opportunity to review the Cityrs archival materiaìs, the

taped hearings, the recommendations of the lnquîry Commission and it
also provided the opportun¡ty for interviews with partìcipants ìn the

zon ing process.

3. The zoning process is reviewed in detail.

Diagrammatically the three component parts of the methodology can be

línked to the overriding questÌon which is: ¡'l{hy did zoning function

inadequately as ê land use control for residents ¡n a transitional area

of 1,,/innipeg?" Aiso, keeping în mind the four associated questions asked

in the section rrNature of the lnquiryrr, we find thêt each component is

related to more than one question and vice versa. These three component

parts are as follows:
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ì. Historical Study

Con tempo ra ry
P ìann ing C r i t ic i sm

riding question

ì . What a re the or ig ina I

pu rposes of zon ing?

2. Are these purposes stiìì
in ev i den ce in current
practice?

3. Are the purposes out of
synch with cond i t ions of
todaY?

4. lf zon ingrs original
pu rposes are inva I id,
there is a need to review
critîcêì theory. \,ihat
a re, and how va ì id are,
the critical theories
about zon ing?

yield answers
to the ove r-

and to the four

3, Case Study re lated questìons

A ìiterature review was undertaken for each of these comPonent Parts.

The following paragraphs represent a brief revier'¿ of these literary sources

ì . The Historical St

The fundamental zonìng purPoses, and the urban conditions to whÌch they

responded, are examined in the literature review of Chapter 2. A variety

of sources were chosen for their focus on asPects of the fundamental

pu rposes as indicated below.

P, J, SmÌthrs work traces the infìuence of Utilitarianism on Aìbertars

early zoning ìegisìation. His work provided the structure for discussion

of the fundamentêl purposes. Smith linked eìernents of Utilitâriênism to

the development of the four originaì purPoses of zoning and maintained that

Canadian zoning practice is based on these theoretical sources' A review

of the earìy Jou rn a I of Town P ìann inq lnstÌtute (JTP l) issues would confirm

Smi thr s ¡nvest igat ion.

Benevolo, Heap and Eriggs are cited for their understanding of urban

conditions during the lndustrial Revolution. They focus on the recorded

responses to these living and working condìtions. Patrick McAuslanrs

work was used to understand "proper planningrr, thêt being from a judicìal
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viewpoint. lt was from a judìcial perspect¡ve that r¡standardsrr for each

purpose were originally set. Allof the above mentioned sources give some

understanding of the changing 'rstandards'¡ for health, the qualìty of

hous ing, orde r, etc.

Ebeneezer Howard¡s Garden Cities of Tomorrow is influential în the

discussion of the fundamentaì zoning purposes, His work is cited by

Smith and is frequently referred to in the JTPI issues ês the purveyor

of reasonable land-use pìanning. The importance of his work ìies in hÌs

characteristic reiiance on a physical remedy for the overcrowded Ìndustr¡aì

city, the process of separating iand-uses and the socìal ramifications of

the Garden City.

Evidence of the adoption of the fundamental purposes in Canada comes

mainly from a review of all JTPI issues.

2. ContemDora rv Plânni ng Criticism

Attention has been given to critics who have reevaìuated the concepts

behind the zoning purposes, Aìì of the origÌnaì zoning purposes are

shown to be physìcal planning responses that do not address a radically-

changÌng society, one dominated by more conflict over the nêture of the

purposes rather thên consensus. After reviewing the purposes, it became

cleêr that the original purposes are suspect and often unsatÌsfactory

when applied to contemporary urban conditions. Updated theory has

responded with a delimiting of the questions and solutions.

The following paragrêph accounts for the sources of contemporary

pìanning criticism used in Chapter J. Contemporary planning criticism

suggests that tlre zonîng purposes êre too lÌmited in scope. The concept

of protecting the public health and welfare cannot be as sìmpìy conceived

as it might have been during the lndustrÌal Revolution. Babcock points
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out thãt from the original ìegaì perspective, zoning served broad social

and economic purposes that shaped a pêrticular urban and suburban form.

Robert Goodman maintains that legåì or pìanning decisions effecting urban

form represent implicìt ideologicaì or value positions that cannot be

overlooked. Gerecke acknowledges this much but, in identifying a common

element in zoning (that being to represent the public interest), he

¡nsists thêt the originaì zonìng purpose was not sensitÌve to the

complexìties of good heaìth. Canadian planner-architect, Kiyo lzumi rs

work expands on the idea of psycho-biologicaì eìements that aìso figure

ìargeìy in determînin9 good heaìth. Plênner-author Michaeì SmÌth

continues th¡s ârgument in his reconsideratìon of the purpose. He

discusses a zoning myth which frequently associâtes ilì-health with

overcrowdìng. Again, heaìth, happiness and welì-being are not ensured.

American historian, S. 0lson, examines this assumption by focussing on

the abusive potentiaì of the zoning myth, Her historicaì case study

looked at how rrbìacks'r in Baìtimore were once dispersed through urban

deve ìopmen t p rog rêms .

ln reevaìuêting the zoning purpose of protecting privête property,

the discussion centers en measuring its worth. Simmie and Gerecke both

write of the need to acknowledge that questions of equity must supercede

those of efficiency in the discussion of property. To do thîs, Gerecke

claìms that ânother more complete definition of the pubììc interest must

be establîshed on the bâsìs of a social justice theory. When tested

agêinst his theory, zoning is found to add to David Harvey's concept of

social justice (ie, an unequêl redistribution of income dependent on

geographical location), Economic equity is not mâintained and if some

homes are ìocated closer to health hazards and lack an equal amount of
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servicing, then social equity is not mâintained either. tl' Lucy and R.

Goodrnan then expìore not¡ons of equity in relation to Pr¡vate ProPerty

and illustrête how unlikeìy every piece of Private ProPerty is to be

p rotected and secured.

The discussion of order reìies on a review of Richard Sennettrs

understanding of order and disorder, Sennett reexamines the concePt of

order by questioning the nature of diversity and ìnstab¡lity. Gerecke

supports this examination by arguing that diversity be seen within an

anaìogy to a natural ecosystem which equates dÌversity with resilience.

Uniform ìand-uses, therefore, become questionable as do the standards

upholding them. Finally, P. J. Smith and Robert Goodman question and

pass judgrnent on the value-laden nature of equating conformity and

incompatibility as un îversa I laws,

The comprehensive plan is reconsìdered by Gerecke, D. R. Steele,

Sennett, Carver and Burns. ln a practical sense, comPrehensive plans

are not adhered to, ln theory the sìmpì îstìc, organìc concept of

pìanning for the whole, which spawned the rnonotonous suburbs of the

ì960¡s as a finaì achievement, is a spent concept. Crìticism maintains

that the concepts are too simplistic for contemPorâry usage.

3. The Case Study

The case study focusses on the fundamental Purposes as they were

incorporated in submissions made by two opposed groups in the Logan

Exproprîation hearings of 1982. The two opposed groups, the City of

Winnîpeg (representing the three levels of government) and the Logan

Community Committee (LCC) adopt ând interpret the fundamentêl Purposes

differentìy in their submissions to the Judicial Commission of lnquiry

calìed to settle the expropriation disPute'
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Under the subheadings of the fundamental purposes, a variety of

resource materials and personalities are referred to. \lhat makes the

cêse study unusual is the êmount of data made availabìe. BesÌdes gaining

êccess to original, dâted and tape-recorded reference materiaì submÎtted

by both groups to the Commission of lnquiry, severaì particÌpants in the

hearings provide a more thorough understanding of the plannÌng process

in detaiì. Helen Schultes, president of the LCC, provided a detailed

history of the area and of the rise of the LCC in theÌr opposition to

the Cìty's act of expropriation, Legal representative for the City,

Gordon Carnegìe, detailed the Cityts position on the expropriation case

and on the question of appropriate zoning. The last sîgnificant figure

is the Commissioner of the lnquiry, Evelyn Shapiro, who made accessible

the tape-recordings of the heêrings and assisted in the interpretation

of reference materiaìs.

ORGANIZATION

There are two orgânizationaì aspects of the thesis thât must be made

clear. These aspects deal with the fundamentaì purposes of zoning and

wi th the flow of chapters.

Four fundamental zoning purposes are presented, developed and

confirmed in Chapter 2. To reiterate then, the zoning purposes are: to

protect pubìic health and weìfare; to protect property; to ensure the

ma¡ntenance of order; and the comprehensìve pìan. l,/hÎle theories of

zoning exist, I cannot rely on just one theory to discuss zoning. lt is

better to view the fundamentaì purposes and the concepts supporting them

ln accordance with the methodology set forth, the chapters wi l1 take

a particuìar form. Chapter 2 develops and confirms the four fundamental
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zoning purposes as outlined in ChaPter I' Chapter 3 Presents a variety

of contemporary plannìng criticism or the underlying concePts of the four

fundanìental purposes. ln Chapter 4, a case study is undertaken in order

to judge the contemporary, practical use of zoning. ChaPter 5 presents

the findings of the commission of lnquiry as they relate to the four

fundamental zoning purposes. A discussion of the purposes ensues,

drawing attention to the inadequacies of the zoning PurPoses in contemporary

zoning. Chapter 6 intends to answer the opening questions Presented in the

first chapter. The chapter concludes by making recommendations on the

zoning process thêt would encourage a reevaluation of the fundamental zoning

PUrPOSes.



CHAPTER 2

THE PURPOSES OF ZON I NG:

A SELECT IVE L ITERATURE REV IEW
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r
CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCT ION

ln the preceding chapter, four reìated questions fol ìow the overrid-

ing question of the thesis, The first of the four questions seeks to

determine the origìnal purposes of zoning. Four purposes of zoning (î.e'

to protect the public and general weìfare, the protection of property, the

maintenânce of order, and the comprehensive plan) were establìshed in the

introduction. ln the present chapter I wênt to examine and discuss the

context for the establ ishment of the fundêmentaì purposes by drawing on a

vêriety of source mêteriê1. The literature review, guided by each

purpose as a subheading, describes the urban conditìons, legíslation and/

or theoretÌcal strains in planning just previous to the adoPtion of land-

use controìs in Britain, the United States and later Canada, This

chapter establishes the historical nature or essence of the zoning

purposes which wi lì ìater be contrasted with the contemPorary basis of

zoning as exemplified in the case study.

The followîng sections in Chapter 2 discuss the fundamental zoning

purposes as estêblished in a pârticular historical period and influenced

by a particuìar theoretical straÌn, The historical period under revÌew

ìs in the latter part of the nÎneteenth century, during the Victoriên

lndustrial Revolution. The final section of the chaPter, rrThe

Adopt ion of Zoning Purposes in Canada", examines the zoning purPoses

as transposed from their foreign and dated sources' This sectÌon

reviews the Journal of the Town Pìanning lnstìtute journals for a

rationale for zoning based on earìy British and American precedents

It should be noted thât in the review of zoning thought and

practice, the guidÎng theoreticaì base was that of Utiì¡târiânism -
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]-
the greatest good for the greatest number. lt was a pårticularìy strong

criticaì response to the rrevîìsl of urbanization. Throughout the latter

pârt of the nineteenth century, âttention was focussed on the sanitary

and housing conditions of the labouring cìasses. Beyond thìs focus the

conditions were met wi th minimal, if not deferred, constructive public

interventìon. Pre-eminent support for public inlervention was derived

from a Utilitarian ethjc, Utiìitarianism, as a concept, aimed to
-_-\^--lq.

ì eg i t ¡ mi ze the I egaì i nterfere-ncq*of government i ntg-llivête p roPe rty

affairs by advocat Ìng happiness, pubìic welfare, well-being and the

common good, ln the midst of laissez-faire capitalism, the Utilitarian

phi losophi caì -pol i t í cal reform movement (êrt i cul ated by James f'1i I ì,

John Stuart l',1Ìll and Jeremy Bentham) proved to be an effective level of

criticism favouring col lective reform. An individuêl's pursuìt of

happiness at the expense of others became ethicaìly unwarranted.

It was thought that only governnent intervention for the common

good couìd ensure the greêtest happiness of the greatest number 3s the

sole end of public action, This forms the basis for early zoning

thought. British planning advocates refìect this sensibil ity in

upholding "reason" ês the relevant, necessary element to advance the

planning principles seen in order, efficiency, health and economy in

their attâck on rrwêste and chaos, diseases and squaìorr'l (P.J' Smith

20\) .

PROTECTING PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE

Development controls, or the application of rrcornmon sense and

fairness" to pubìic reguìations, have influenced publ Ìc heaìth and

weìfare since the lndustrial Revoìution. There Îs no ìack of

documentation of the poor ììving and working conditions ìn Victorian
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Britaints cities. \./hat follows is a selective review of ìiterature

focussing on the conditions which led to the adoption of strict health

reguìâtions (and standards) and restrictive legislation over the

deve lopment of urban growth.

Descriptions of urban conditions during the lndustrial Revolution

(ì835-1900?) will commonìy refer to a mix of land-uses which were

det r imenta ì to urbân ex¡stence:

üResidential quarters naturally tended to be bui ìt near the
place of work, so thêt houses and factories were often in cìose
contact, intermîngled at rêndom ênd mutually inconvenìent.
Factory smoke permeêted the houses and factories, wêste poì1uted
the water, while industrial movement was generalìy hopelessly
impeded by p r ivate traffic,

"This chaos wês constântly âggravated by the dynamÌc nature
of the factors involved; factories were transformed and
expanded , houses were demol i shed and rebu i ì t, the outsk i rts of
the cities crept further into the countrysÌde w¡thout ever
finding a definite baìance." (Benevolo, p,2J)

The problenr was cìearly one affecting both health and housing conditions

Edmond Heap maintains that although a series of amended Heaìth

Acts required each deveìoper to yìeld to locaì buiìdin9 by-ìaws, this

singular (rather than generaì) appìicatÌon was made

I'in a fashion which paid not the slightest regard to the sort
of development which was taking place, or which was likely to
take place, on adjoining or neÌghbourÌng land, One could not be
prevented from erecting dwelling houses in unhealthy industrial
districts and it was possible for industrial buildings to intrude
upon the quietude of resîdentiaì areas." (Heap, p.3)

The slum was a grim place to lîve in. A common response was the

idea that rrby creating well-pìanned urban environments, happy and

healthy homes wouìd be made avaiìabìe to working families, constructÌve

social intercourse would be faciìitated and economic and social

efficiency of the nation would be enhanced, and the generaì happiness

increased. The moral purpose was self-evident" (P.J, Smìth, p.200).
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It was not onìy Liberal reformers who feìt secure in ìecturing on the

strength of environmental determinism, The Utopian sociaìists, Robert

Owen (New Lanark) and John l,laìcoìm, promoted a ìife in a rural setting

as opposed to the inhuman living and working conditions that continued

for most working peopìe. Most solutions were, a9ain, physical in nature,

To curb chaotic urban expansion, it was necessâry to restrÌct the

use of property. Now, we turn to the nature of that response.

The recorded response to chaotic urban growth is nearly always a

physicaì response. lt wês to this end that Housing Acts were 'rpassed

with the vÌew to remedying the deficiencies of public health ìaw

regarding the housing of the working classes" (Heap, p.3). The

frequent occurrences of cholera in London before 1850 resulted in

rrminimum sanitary requirements for the rented ìodgings and forbade the

use of cellârs and båsements for human habitation" (Heap, p.94).

Over forty years ìater, in l8!0, public heaìth and sanitation

ìegislation (i.e. The Housìng of the Working Classes Act) was r¡to

adopt the principìe of utìlity, and the goal of the public Aood, to

the realities of social powerr' (P. J. smíth, p.207). By 1909 the

British Housing, Town Planning, etc, Act, whiie suggesting rrthe

sênctity of free enterprîse and self-interest, and a reluctance on

the part of government to extend municipal rights over private

propertyr¡ (P. J. smith, p.207), indicated by what meâsure planning

was to be ê nì€diator of conflicts over public health issues,

At the same time, as ên extension of Utilitarianism, Garden City

concepts recommending efficient decent râ I izat ion , iand-use regulations

and technical râtionality became an aìternative focus of attention.

This translated sociaì, economic and poìitical problems into ones
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whose solut¡ons relied solely on physical amenities in ìand-use maps as

being proper p lann ing considerat¡ons.

The pubìic admin¡stration of land-use was to curb the threat to

health, aìì in the name of a consensuaì common good. Near the end of the

lndustrial Revoìution the health hazards of industrial life were to be

controlled. The eìements of health and publ ic welfare (housing) that

became r¡proper planning" - those having to do with arnenitìes, easiìy

understood purposes and a phÌlosophy êcceptable to judges (l.1cAuslan,

p.164) - are embodìed in Section 54 of the 1909 British Housing, Town

Planning, etc, Act. Standards of health were established, then

naintained by land-use planning. Reason and rscientific planning'

created standards toward what Harvey calls 'rspatial environmental

determinism,r' This aimed at eliminatíng the causes of ilì-health, the

threat of an inadequate water suppìy and drainage, offens Ìve nuisances

and much overcrowding, as a course of resolving confìict'rin which the

public aood is expected to prevail over private good" (P, J. Smith,

P.215).

Land-use controìs responded to the growing menace of rampant

industrialÌzation. The response of health and public weìfare (as social

control) perpetuated the most influential ethical formula of well-planned

urban environments with the healthy home as its centre. Subsequentìy,

'¡pìanning is still predicated on the beìief that progress can be equated

with net increments to the sum of human welfare and that improvements to

the net efficiency of our cities and their institutions are sufficient

ends to pursue" (P. J. Smith, p.208).
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ì. THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY

ì. The British Experience

It was for the protection of private property that Utilitarianism and

land-use controls were most strongly debated and the most resistance

expressed. The struggle to establ ish ìand-use controls centered around the

physicaì forms they would take and the relationshîp between individual and

commun ity inte res ts.

Early Britísh planning reports on "housing and public health Ìssues

that advocated strong state control and called for public expropriation

of private property, rationêlization of ìand, and state construction of

housing" (P. J, Smith, p.199) were Util¡tarian concerns, Property rights

no longer concerned individual rights to use property to its highest use

but fell under "the beìief that land can be efficientìy managed for an

identifiable public Aood through the effective appìication of scientific

knowìedgetr (P. J. Smith, p.201). The identifiable public good took two

forms: the single fami ly home and separated land uses.

The protect ion of the singìe-famiìy home became an estabìished

objective of both British and American pìanners, Land-use controls did

not only embellish a financial consideration and concern for the reform-

ation of laws and institutions shaping the relations between private

good and pubìic Aood in the market place, but aìso stood for a moraì

and ethical conviction entrenched in private property. Benevolo, in

citing Disraeli¡s "Sybiìor The Two Nationsr' (184!) captures the earìy

Utilitarian spirit for bettering the ìot of the labouring classes:

"'When the work peopìe of Mr, Trafford left his factory they
were not forgotten. Deeply had he pondered on the health and
content of his work-people. He knew wel I that the domestic
virtues are dependent on the existence of a home, and one of hÌs
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first efforts had been to build a vilìage where every fami ly might
be wel I ìodged, r" (Benevolo, P. I l6)

British planners, by supplanting an Ìndustrialistrs concern for theír own

desire for technical efficiency as a spring-board to heaìth, efficiency,

order and convenience, ascribed more weight to this home-owning myth of

betterment. The heaìth and contentment of the labouring cìasses was

correìated with the domestic virtues of the home, but without security

from the intrusion of industry this represented a poor investment by

mi ddle-cì ass standards.

A recurrent theme in planning was estâblished around this time. A

sense of security in some form of land-use planning was deveìoped, Real

private property was no ìonger regêrded as an isolated plot àf ìand but

rather as a part making up a greater organic whole. Putting ìand-uses

¡nto a use-value relationship to a whoìe supported the notÌon of guarding

against incompatìbìe mixed-use areas and initiated the metâPhor of urban

system as natural organisn with an ideaì balance of physicaì and social

organization. Socialist planners, engÌneers and medicaì exPerts adoPted

Utilitarian doctrines and aspects of 0rganicism in their restraining

measures to ensure that individuaì and community interests coincided,

(0rganicism: ìn planning, it Ìs a theory that the whole is the result of

the activity of alì the parts considered as an autonomous, integrated

system Isee P, Geddes, r¡Cities in Evolutionrr]), The idea of social

responsibiìity in urban areas rationaìized the segregated and Pâtterned

land-uses as a method to protect property vaìues,

The earìy social reformer, Ebeneezer Howard, emphasized the value

and the protection of private property in both forms. Howard claimed

the benefits were to âccrue more equally to the whoìe communÌty Irbecause

the peopìe in their col lective capacity own the land" (Howard, p'142).
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Howard had a vision of a rationaì, collective and Ìndìvidualíst communîty

to maintain the "efficíent and honestr¡ municipaìity bent on sustâining

rran effective beìief in the economic, sanitary and social advantê9es of

common ownership of ìand" (Howard, p.106). The appeal of the Garden City

phiìosophy and physical ìayout was that it not onìy protected property

but potentialìy enhanced this security by promoting equity in benefits:

rrThis pian, or, if the reader be pleased to so term it, thìs
absence of pian, avoids the dangers of stagnation or dead level,
ênd, though encouraging individuaì initiative, permits of the
fullest co-operation, whiìe the increased rents which follow from
this form of competition ãre common or municipaì property, and by
far the ìarger part of thern are expended in permanent
imp rovement s.r' (lbid,, p,56)

The Garden City plan regulated the use. of public real estête ênd

phìlanthropic institutìons according uses to different districts and

recommending ruìes regarding the character and use of buildings and

ìandscape. By enforcing the existence of an encompassing green belt

and the existence of four principle districts, the property market

could easily calculate the change any externêlities would have on the

land and property market.

ln retrospect, the Garden City approach can onìy be seen as

another complementary form of appìying restraints to private property.

Under British Common Law, property rights evoìved into a body of

enactments contained in the development controls of locaì government

administrative êcts. The ì909 Housing, Town Planning, etc, Act gave

ìocal government the right to plan and regulate development, Later,

the l947 Town and Country Pìannìng Act broadened their right to

reguìate development and establÌshed the district pìan as standard

planning procedure to protect property values.

ln an expansîve, turbulent industr¡al age, land-use control became
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the means under which the protection of Property ênd its vâlue was

ensured. The supportive concepts of UtilÌtarianism and the 0rganic

City became the foundation for a planning technique bent on reguìating

the rights of private property and living standards.

ii. The Amerìcan Experience

The influence of American zoning practice on the estêbìishment of

Canadian zoning is significant. ln Eritain development controìs were

eventually established but Americans are responsibìe for the legal

precedents for zoning practice in Canada.

One of the origÌnal purposes of American zoning was to Protect

property and stabilize land values otherwise consìdered threatened by an

open market. The primacy of private Property interests in American

zoning legislation is well established' lts vâl¡dity was initially

estabì ished by lawyers, notabìy Aifred Bettmen, Edward Bassett and Ernst

Freund, (Charìes Haar ìists legal Publicêtions as primary sources. They

are included in the bibl iography,) Their contributions to American

judicial controls and procedures between l9l3 and 1926 (see c' Harvey,

p. 172) were to have a major impact on Canadian zoning (judgÌng by the

frequent references made to Bêssett and his contrÌbutions to zoning in

the Journals of the Tow¡^glann ing lnstitute).
i nc¡b¿lv'-

,/
It wês the Ciry Beautiful movement at the turn of the century that

heralded.loJrîng practice, The control and Protectioi-ql uniform land-

uses was introduced amid repeated objections. The impìications for

economic efficiency becâme accePtable only after prolonged attemPts to

rationêlize and clarify long term land-use pêtterns as remedies for the

destêbiìizing effects of slums and Poverty on land vaìues' Babcock
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cites English planner John Delafons on the eêrly âcceptânce of legaì-

p lann ing concept s:

"lt was ê means of strengthening the institutions of private
property in the face of rapÌd and unsettling changes in the urban
scene thât zoning won such remarkable acceptênce in American
communities." (Delafons, in Babcock, p.3)

ln ì913 the New York Advisory Committee on the Heîght of Buildings

Report was considered the "begìnning". The earliest ìegislative action

was undertêken in New York City in l!16 over a dispute between garment

industry owners and 5th Avenue store owners. This legìslation inÌtiated

height, area and use ìimitations whereas previousìy protection was

limìted to privête actions related to laws of nuisance or restrictive

covenants. With this shift în le9Ìsìative power a new phiìosophìcaì

emphasis accompanied zoning; it was seen as a r'rscientific¡ tool for

improving the quality of the urban environmentrr (P. J. Smith, p,202).

A stronger sense of Utiìitarianism supported the scientifîc tool,

and increased public interference in urban deveìopment became the norm.

BV 1926 the Standêrd Zoning Enabling Act was passed on the outcome of

the @ case. Previous to this judicial control

doctrines on property rights and especially nuisance and waste had only

been upheìd for '¡honorabìe purposes". NegatÌve controls impìied a ìoss

or infringement on private property rights but more importênt was the

common gain or a reciprocêl relation with oners neighbour (E. Bassett,

JTPI, Voì. 2, No. 5, 1923), The value of protecting property then was

a concept conditioned by sociaì, economic and physicaì threats to its

orde r ly deveìopment and preservation.

The aim of American zoning practice was to avoid challenging the

rights of private property whiìe, at the same time, controlìing and
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protecting land uses and vaìues, This meant a concern was maintained for

châracter in an area, stability in proPerty values and the increased

marketabil ity of urban property,

3. ORDER

ln Britain segregating ìand uses had much to do with establishing a

sense of efficiency or order based on the theory of 0rganicism. Combined

wÌth notions of U tj.Ljlarjj¡ n ism, the concePt of 0rg^lnicjsm was the basÎs

for devising standards of order in the lndustrÌal society. The concePt

hoped to capture an underlying universal order and harmony derived from

the idealism of stoic harmony found in Bâroque Utopian plans (see C. Sitte,

C ity P I ann inq Accord inq to Artìstic PrìnciDles). Al I pa rts of the u rban

structure were consÎdered functionally dependent so that social and

physical components were related and in need of ordering. Simmie makes

reference to the relation between 0rganicism and planning in a discussÌon

of post-Ìndustrial Britain:

"Utopian town plans in post-industrial Britain reflected both
this same concern for order and the meaning attached to ìife. The
concern for order may be seen both in their physical attributes of
regular pêtterns and segregation of land uses,'r (Simmie, p.2l)

Ebeneezer Howard was one of the Utopians who promoted a concern for

order and its meaning. ln his planning analogy he refers directly to

Organicism, His Garden City may be used as an example of a bundle of

objectives having social and economic dímensions that can be translêted

into terms of efficÌency. At that time order was the rejuvenation of

moral liv¡n9, the êttempt to impose order on â châotic world. lt was a

far-reaching principle to estâbl ish a unity of design, an organic Pattern

of growth for which symmetry was natural' Howard maintêined a beìief in

the potentiaì for this ârt¡stic PrinciPle:
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'rBut it is essential, as we have said, that there should be unity
of design and purpose - that the town should be planned as a whoìe
and not ìeft to grow up in a chaotic manner as has been the case in
aìì Engìish towns and more or ìess so with the towns of aìì countries
A town, like a fìower or a tree, or an animal, shouìd, at each stage
of its growth, possess unity, symmetry, completeness, and the effect
of growth should never be to destroy that unity, but to give it
greater purpose, not to mar that symmetry, but to make it more
symmetrical; while the completeness of the earìy structure shouìd be

merged in the yet greater compìeteness of the later development.r'
(Howard, pp.76-7)

ln aligning himself wi th this sense of order, the efficient Þìanner,

engineer, or architect, in solving basic spatiaì planning probiems,

emphasized the need to remold social processes.

ln both the United Stêtes and Britain a unÌformity or segregation of

land-uses generalìy evolved with zoning or development controls. Canadia¡

planning lawyer, lan Rogers supplements this notion:

rrThe national root of zoning is segregation of people and the
uses they make of their land.,.Ghettos are creêted for the rich as
we i I as for the poor by wa I I s of exc ìus ionary rest r ict ions. Land
values are thus preserved by keeping out undesirable uses and
consequently undesireable people, The preservation of property
investment is the prime motìve underlying many by-laws aìthough
they do not always clearly articuìate this poì icy'r' (Rogers, p'43)

This passage points to a concept of order that is based on the incomPat-

ibi lity of uses, The projected unÌformity was justified and articuìated

in similar ways in Britêin and the United states. lt became unacceptable

for industry to encroach on the most revered land-use, that being

residentiaì. By separating urban functions via Health Acts, or any other

rationalization of order, property values were artificiêlìy stabilized

and thought to be protected as well. The property marketrs ìnconsistencies

have been conta i ned ìn th i s mânner.

The protection of property and the rer.olding of ¡rdegenerate social

processes" were closeìy related. ln early zoning or deveìopment controì

argunìents, emphasis was pìaced on the living and working conditions of the
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labouring classes. By securing uniform order in the sepâration and control

of uses, the resÌdential dwelling (the purported site of moral strength and

securÌty) was thought to be further protected. lt was later advanced but

never fully articuìated that rrzoning stabilizes efficiency and values as

due in economic equity" (JTPl, Vol. 2, No. 5, ì923).

Planners insisted that by detailing (and thus drawing standards for)

uses, areas, heights, intervals and occupancy of structures, eìements

such as air, light, efficiency and amenity to humans were ensured, For

Howard a more rat¡onal reìationship between ìiving conditions at home and

êt work was the pinnacle of efficiency,

ln summary, tr'. con".et glJlÍer as a purpose òf zoning, materialized

in the theoret icaì guise of 0rgan ic ísr!-and- Ut_i litarianism, lt arrived in

the physicaì form of separated "incompatibìe'j yses vaìidated in a manner

that compounded other purposes. For the sake of the labouring cìasses,

probìems surrounding health and moral strength were to be solved, Property

value was purportedly ensured for the greater efficiency of business and

society as a consensual measure of worth.

4. IHPLEMENTING THE cOMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The comprehensive plan is a formal designation of all ìand-use

districts or êreas in a given town or city, lt is often claimed that

zoning implements or na ke-s-.funet.io*a I the comprehensíve pìan, represent ¡ng

â distribution of all Iand-uses to ensure such Utilitarian catch-words as

he;lth, efficiency, economy and or¡þr. All reguìations for zoning are

made in accordance with a comprehensive plan that êcts as a form guide to

the inaugeration, preparatÌon, administratÌon and interpretation of the

uses.
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The concept of the comprehensive pìan was formed in both the United

States and Britain but if we speak of zoning as implementìng the

comprehensive plan it is in reference to Americân planning experience.

The concepts of order and economy dictated early (1916) New York

City legislatÌon introduced by two city commissions. 0ne of the mêny

early reports expounded on the scÌentÌfic nature of the coupling of the

comprehens ive plan and zoning:

rrZoning is the highest type of city planning because it
alìows the city to grow in a safe and såne manner and is the
onìy economîcal pìan which a cÌty can adopt, lf you know what
is going to happen in a certain district the city wiìl save
mi llions of dolìars in cities alone. lt ¡s absolutely
essentiaì that you adopt a comprehensive pìan of zoning. One

and two famiìy districts, cornmon d¡stricts, apartment house
districts and non-conforming dÌstricts. A zoning ordinance
must be drafted so that like districts are treated alike and
it must be uniform allover the city, Zoning is the highest
type of city planning for ìt protects the entìre community -
stabilizing reaì estate and aìlowing the cìty tÕ grow in an
orderly manner.¡r (T, Philips, p.9).

P. J. SmÌth maintains that a compounded concern for order, economy,

efficiency and health are reflected as important matters. The

comprehensive plan was to estabì ish some balance to these elements but

it was usually ê greater emphasis placed on the controì of the physical

arrangements of the city in terms of eff icÌe19¿and economy:

rrFrom about 1910, then, the City Pìannîng movement in the
U.S., which had previously been dominated by an aesthetìc visÌon
- the City Beautiful - came to be dominated by a utilitarian
vision - the City Efficient or the City Functional. The
principle of utility may not have been acknowledged overtìy,
other than in a belief in the public good, but to mêximize
efficiency was, ipso facto, to maximize utility." (P, J, Smith,
p .202) .

The sanctity of privâte property wâs still respected in the generaì plans

that were to evoìve, The comprehensive plan was to maintain a spatiaì

separat ion of

JTP I art ìcles

incompatible land-uses, thus stabilizing ìand-values, Many

refer to zonîng as a primary security behind land-values
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Comprehensive pìans, easily understood by the courts, were finally

accepted as an economic cure:

I'The Court of Appeaìs of New York in the Lìncoln Trust Co.
case in 1920 upheìd the zoning pìan of the c¡ty, saying that the
regulêt¡ons so far as reasonabìe wouìd be heìd by the courts to
be within the scope of the police power... Then in \926 came the
great decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in the Euclid case,
upholding comprehensive zoning aìì along the ìine,.. Practically
all the states adopted enabling acts.rr (JTPl, Vol. 2, No. 5, 1923)

The action of uphoìding the comprehensive pìan signified in Canada

åcceptance of the compounded zoning purposes. ln the next sectÌon we

review the acceptance of a simiìar rationale for the comprehensive pian

and the zoning purposes.

THE ADOPTION OF ZONING PURPOSES IN CANADA

Canadian planning theory and practice origînally borrowed technÌques

and rationaì purposes from Brìtish and American sources. The Canadian

zonÌng theory, therefore, represents a hybrid of foreign zoning and

developrnent control purposes, a mixture of derivative content that not

only lacks originalìty but also, in some cases, aPpropriateness to a

Canadian context, An insightful discussion of early zoning theory and

practice in Alberta is made by P, J. Smith. Smith traces the sources of

the Albertâ Planning Act to

"the Town Planning section of the BritÎsh Housìng and Town
Pìanning, etc. Act of ì909,,. which suffered ìittìe change in ¡ts
translocation. lts central purposes remaíned intact' and the
greatest part of it was repeated verbatim... [and] there wãs no
apparent sensitivity to the generations of social and pol itical
struggle out of which the British Act was born, ând no êPparent
thought to its appropriateness in the very different Canadìan
context,rr (p, ¡. smittr, p.zo6)

The compounded purposes were transposed in theory and practice in

the early 1900's. The Journals of the Town Plannìng lnstitute of Canada

(:lIL !_) verifies their unqual ified acceptance,
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Utiìitarianism's ethicaì and morêì nature had a strong impression on

Canadian planning experience and rrcontinues to be the ethícål cornerstone

of urban planning ìegislation'r (P. J, smith, p.196), Ut¡ìitarian thought

incorporated diverse notions of heaìth, order, economy and convenience

into a "naive belief in consens:ll view of the general happiness, and,

foììowing from that, a greater beìief in a rbest' technical solution to

every problem" (ibid., p.200). The common good or general happiness of a

community or nat¡on wês a standard without consensual identity for

pìanners or reformers. This means there were many interpretations of how

these principìes might be ¡ncorporated.

PROTECTION OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND l,jEI-FARE

The purpose of protecting health and welfare is often mentioned in

JTPI issues. An early issue claimed that ¡'in the proper housing of the

peopìe lies the heaìth and contentment of every nation." The artÌcìe

further stated:

"He [a minister of heaìth to the British government] beìieved
that whatever the cost of better housing mìght be, that cost would
be saved in the prevention of iì1-health, disease and social order
Good homes would mean good health, social content, increased seìf-
respect and finaì ly loyalty to the ordered progress of society.r'
(JTPt, voì. ì, No. I, l92o)

ln another article it is assumed that the heêlthy home requires

naturers essential elements around for the vital health of people:

¡'The scientific and sociological basis of zoning ìs provision
for the people of adequate sunshine and air, such provision being
indispensabìe for the sustenance of health and efficiency, in
fact, of the common welfare of the race. Solar rays have properties
of heat, light and chemical reaction, which bring comfort, preserve
sight, and foster health by dispelling bacteria and disease. Air
is essentìal to human nutritÌon mainìy by reason of its oxygen
content, which through bodily combustion, the lungs being the
firebox of the body, brings heat and chemical reactions that fan
the flames of life,'r (JTPl, vol. 5, No. \, 1926)
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Heêlth and housìng then represent a partial reaìization of the general

happiness. lmpìied in the same stêtement are moral values in vogue at

the time they were introduced and to which planners might feel obliged

to promote if they were not rrreluctânt to state them explicitìy.r'

lnstead, planning purposes have always relied on technìcal responses to

land-use problems.

At the same time there wâs a particular meaning attached to life,

meaning directed at the r'labouring cìasses" whose plight since at leêst

the ì930's had been a theoretical and practical concern for more radical

pìanners (see P. J. Smith's work on the eêrìy Canadian pìanner John

Roebuck who emphasÌzed the rrmoral obìigation of government"), Emerging

Utopian planning ideais became "cultural pursuits concerned primariìy

with education and self-improvement and by their relationship to the

industrial social class structure", as Simmie has already noted (Simmie,

p.21), These procedural models exempìified applications of standards in

architecture and engineering advancing moral rectÌtude in the guise of

unqualified middle-cìass measures of prevention and gradual correction.2

By 1923, and continuing until the demise of the JTPI in 1930, the

Ut¡ìitarÌan efforts of Canadian town plann¡ng were epitomized in the

oft-used ded icat ion:

rrTown pìanning may be defîned as the scientific and orderly
disposition of ìand and buildings in use and development with ê

view to obviating congestion and securing economic and social
efficiency, heaìth and weìl-beìng in urban and rural communities,"
(¡rp t, p. r)

Under the broad banner of Utilitarianism, a bundle of justìfications

for zonîng could be offered. 0nìy the situatíon or time would dictate

which rational purpose wouìd be caìled the remedy. The normative concept

of "standards" ínfluenced aìl purposes. Hinimum standards guided by a
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process-oriented I'scientific framework were exemplified by heâlth ånd

sanitation-conscious bulk, heiqht and set-back ìaws.

2. PROTECT ION OF PR IVATE PROPERTY

The protection of property is an easily identified purpose of

Canadian zoning thought and practice. The concept of the greatest good

for the greatest number did much to establish planning as a profession

concerned with economic functioning. Nouion Cauchon, writing around

the issue of an aìì-encompassing organìc planning, claimed:

'rCuring our incipÌent slums and, better, preventing their
inception is not a perogative of charity, it is a function of
economic equity no less than moral responsibilìty - it is
e lementa I to the race...

"0rganic planning functions through citìes, economics and
art as indivisibìe manifestations of Natural Law - of the first
Law of Nature - the maintenance of life,r' (Cauchon, p.2ì).

Sìums continued to be the result of bad economic planning and the

avaricious business behaviour of private persons:

rrDisregardìng âl I that Adam Smith hâd tâught them about
taxation, they left all the land values created by the process
that was driving the poor into dens and celìêrs to enrich private
persons. So ìong as the growth of towns was left to the
unregulêted directîon of private enterprise it was inevitâbìe
that the evils of the past would return in the future in still
greater volume as population grew and industry spread her
chimneys farther and fa.rther over the country-side.rr (JTPl , No,8
Feb. 1922, p,16) ,.

A case in point can be made in reviewing Vancouverrs early planning

history. 'rScientific planning'r had acquired a po ì i t i ca I -e conom i c appeaì

during the l920rs and was met with excessive criticism from property

owners. American businessman, Harland Bartholomew who symboìized both

the urban vitality and the materialism of the twenties... (and whose)

fieldman drafted plans according to "'universal' land-use formulasrl

was met $r¡ th skepticism and reproach (Weaver, p.2ì6). Bartholomew's
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formuìas presented in 1926 coincided with a rise in land values and a

transformation of urban form. Weêver maintains it was

rrNot until there had been contact with pìanners did the
busìness community fully appreciête all that planning impìied.
The way of seriously looking into the future of property opened
up uncertainty and stimulated pubìic discussion that inevitabìy
ìed to anxiety and bickering. At this stage bargaining and the
power of special interests were to become establ ished as
essential elernents in the zoning procedures," (\,/eaver, p.217).

ln this capacity, zoning also became the comnìon recommendation to cure

econom¡c evils, mereìy ân extension of laìssez-faire/Utilitarian beliefs

A JTPI article fron 1923 by Cauchon eìaborated on zoning and its
.3financial value." The article attempted to equate the catchwords

I'stabiìizer', 
'ref f iciencyr', and "progress" with rrprofitable resultsr'. lt

would appear thêt the sanctity of private property had been transposed

and p rese rved intâct.

3. 0RDER

The nâture of urban social and spatiaì order was derived from a

culminat ion of inf luences. From envi ronmental-conservationist concepts

to peculiar urban reform dogma,4 there existed underlying assumptions

about the normal or naturâl state of societies and towns (Simmie, p.20)

reflecting the preferences of those in power. The folìowing principles,

which were discussed at an annual meetÌng of planners in l!20, give

some meaning to the term "orderìy growth":

"Ì. That in order to secure adequate provisÌon of air and
'I ight in and around the homes of the people there should be
definite lÌmitations of the number of dwelìings per hectare, and
for space adjacent to dwellings such I imitatÌon being a mêtter
of Governmental administration ¡n each country,

"2, Thêt the policy of decentraìization of ìndustries and
the building of new gârden cities shouìd be encouraged by
iegislative provisions and by all other means, both pubìic and
private.
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"3, That each governn¡ent acting in partnership with local
authorities shouìd prepare in advance and carry into effect a
regìonal survey, folìowed by pìannÌng schemes, with a view of
putting an end to wastefuì and chaotic developments and ensur-
ing that ìines of future groh/th shall be weìì ordered and
scienrific.'r (JTPl, Vol. l, No. I, .l920)

The purpose of order then may best be expressed in the physical

conditions of communities, Even though P. J. Smi th, in researching

the Commission's influence up until its demise in l92l, states thêt an

lunmistakably clear víew emergedr', this is misìeading, Compounded

rêtionaì purposes and trends were stiìl considered reìevant with

private and, later, pubìÌc pìanning. City Beautifuì concepts promoting

'rcoherence, visuaì unity and civic arandeur" (as a contrast to the

disorder and ugliness of sìums) would not be entirely forgotten. At

the same time, sustained support for the British Victorian notion of

civic grandeur was found in the form of the civic centre. But,

'rThis idea got more support among archìtects than any other
city beautiful principles, since it attracted not only those who
cons idered the civic centre âs the focaì point of overall city
desî9n, but also those who stiìl thought of introducing beauty
into the city by creating a beautíful buìlding or cluster of
bu i ld ings. " (Van Nus, p.169)

The vi rtues of civic Arandeur, I ike the most recent urban

renewaì nlovement, were to add buoyancy to the creative drives of "beauty"

over the ugìîness of squalor in aìl theír cuìturalìy-defined forms. The

European orientation of expansive civic centres and broad, tree-lined

avenues encouraged excessive costs and ultimately economÎc viâbiìity to

begin. This finally gave way to the recurring concern for adequate housÌng

and health for workers and war verterâns, The course of preserving

residential districts reta¡ned its excìusive status, once in the form of

organic beauty and at other times for the cause of efficiency. lf the

imposing building was not often realized, the Ut¡litarian principle of
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more consistently "recognized the orderliness resuìtíng from efficiency

as the onìy part of their vîsion the taxpayers wouìd support" (Van Nus,

pp.l79-80). This comment is again ¡nd¡cêtive of how planning literature

generally took for granted that cooperètÌve social interaction is the

primary basis for planning decisions affecting social and economic

Processes.

There exìsts a repetitious incl inêtion then to absorb any planning

theory or rational purpose to promote efficiency. The zoning process

has been reìativeìy restricted in depth and eventual consequence, lt

was not known for reliabÌlity ¡n the l920rs and yet from a Town Planning

lnstitute of Canada meeting in 1967 the comprehensive pìan and zoning

by-laws to implement the plan were stiìl adopted to guide people's

rrfuture living." lt is also implied by the lawyer, D. R, Steele, at the

same meeting thêt all parties involved in the process are left uncertain

of the future:

"There shouìd be a central plannÌng control but the procedural
difficulties involved in amending plans should be avoided. A

municipality shouìd be able to hêve an overalì comprehensive pìan
which can be ìooked at annualìy and modified or amended with the
minimum of difficulty." (Town Planning lnstitute of Canada News-
ìetter, January ì!6/)

Despite pìannersr laudabìe efforts to establish zoning practice,

lÌttìe concern exìsted for the relativeìy restricted chêracter of

pìanning, or the fact thât the comprehensive pìan and zonÎng by-ìaw

were not an integraì part of municipal government even though public

inte rest-or ien ted provìnciaì legislation existed.
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From the selective review of ìiterature examined in Chapter 2, a

number of observations can be made about the zoning purposes. Under the

general banner of each fundamental purpose, concepts, and standards of

application, to support the purposes evolved. The concepts below are

frequently referred to in the review ìiterature. For exampìe, in the

attempt to secure the public health and general welfare, a physical

response, in the form of Housing and Heaìth Acts and utopian Garden Cìty

concepts, was advanced through public and private actions. These

controls, initîated during the lndustrial Revolution, were to separête

noxious industriaì uses from residentìal ones and to decentralize over-

crowded urban areas. Utiì Ìtarian thought, the underpinning of such

reforms, promoted strict stândards of moraìity in the forn of physìcal

changes to the built environment. ln the process, a clean, healthy

singìe famiìy home was ultimêtely to become the vehicìe for improved

human we lfa re.

To protect private property, a physical form also evolved in the

lated nineteenth and earìy twentieth centuries. ln both British and

American experience, standards of measure were applied to legitimize

ìand use controls. The long term separation of land-uses was regarded

as a means to protect higher ìand uses from destabi ìization. The

protection of the segregated residential area in generaì and, specificalìy,

the singìe family home was to imply both stability in ìand vaìues and an

improved guality of living. The interests of the individuaì and the

community were, furthermore, considered interdependent, likened to the

concept of the organism and its defined parts.
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A concern for effÌcient, segregated and patterned land use derived

from the strength of Utilitarianism and 0rganicism in planning. Howard,

Simmie and Rogers all record a concept of order dependent on the notion

that land uses are incompatible. Again, emphasis was placed on the

rrneighbourhood" and home. ln the course of imposing order on an areê,

it was thought thêt other notions of utility, such as efficiency, weìì-

being and economÌc equity, would evolve.

The comprehensive plan compounded and imposed, in the form of a

long range guide to ìand use, the concepts ênd stândards referred to in

Chapter 2. The pìan êcted as a further reassurênce that heaìth,

property and order were to be safeguarded in the public Ìnterest,

The lâst section on the âdopt ion of zoning purposes Ìn Canada

indicates the concepts behind the zoning or development controìs were

readiìy accepted in earìy plannîng debêtes and action in Canada. The

same phiìosophical influences were at work and simi lar standards of

control were impiied in anticipation of urban condìtions experienced

in large British and American cíties.

ln the next chapter, the author turns to the quest¡on of contemporary

pìanning criticism of the concepts discussed in Chapter 2 and suggests

other considerations under the headìng of each fundamental purpose must

be taken up. The content of the next chapter also permits the reader

to mêke sone judgnìents on the contemporary, practical application of

zoning, as related in the case study ¡n Chapter 4.
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FOOTNOTES

A research piece by P,J. Smith entÌtled "The PrÌnciple of Utiìity and

the 0rigins of Planning LegisìatÌon in Albertâ, 1912-1975" discusses
the relationship of the concePt of utility to the zoning phenomenon

in Aìberta,

lndicative of this moraì preoccupât ion is a quote from an American
zoning pamphìet called "Zoning Primer", dated February 1927 1

'We know what to think of a household in which the undiscipìined
daughter makes fudge in the parlor, ìn whîch her sister ìeaves soiìed
cìothes soaking in the bath tub, whiìe father throws his muddy shoes
on the stairs and ìittle Johnny makes beautifui mud-pies on the front

rrYet many American cities do the sâme sort of thing when they
aììow stores to crowd in at random êmong private dwelìings, and
factories and publÌc garages to come elbowÌng in among neat retail
stores or well-kept êpartment houses.rr (¡rpl, re¡, 1927, p.\t¡)

3. The following paragraphs reiterate the pos
Town Planning lnstitute on the zoning process

I'At present in unzoned citÌes the use and deveìoPment of rural
and urban land ís so largely unreguìated and thereby unProtected that
its equíty and security in ownership and investment are periìously
unstable.

"Progressive development in town building ìargely depends upon
securing the use of cheap money, Money is cheap to the measure of
security. Security is determined by the degree of stabîlity in value

r'One of the chief functions of zoning ¡n town planning is to
stâb¡lize economic vaìues in the use and deveìopment of lând, be they
commercial or residential.

"Zoning, by establÌshing fixed and protected conditions of
density and purpose in residentiaì areas maÌntêins the negotiable
vaiues.

"Zoning of commercial areas by restricting unregulated expansion
to within the ìimÌts of suppìy and demand estabìishes a stabilized
and assured value for business propertÎes.

"Zoning thus protects and stabÌlizes the value in use and
development of both the business sectÌon and of the residentiaì areas
of a city to the greêt mutuaì âdvantage of both.

"Zoned property is assured of environmentaì conditions that
sustain its vaìue; it is insured against depreciation from deterìor-
atîng surroundings. Zoned property affords safe investment; it
secures safety to the margin of security for loans,

"Zoned property, therefore, is more negotiable and commands

cheaper money for its develoPment...

ìtÌon of the Jou rna I of the
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¡rZoning would stabiìize vaìues and should be of the greatest
concern to the home owner, to the business mân' to the investor,
to the loên agency, be it bank or trust company' as also to the
municipality for maintaining its tâx resources and fostering
development through securìty ând resultant cheap money. Zonîng
in other and far-reaching ways ìessens the cost to a municipalÎty
and heightens the effìciency of the its public services and
administration such as sewage, water service, fire Protection'
arterial highways, transportation, etc., minÎmizing its bonded
ìndebtedness and its taxation, heightening its credit and enabling
greater development with profitable results... rr (¡fpt, o.3)

4. ln the l920rs British-Canadian pìanner Thomas Adams drew a varied
and seerningly contradictory rationêi for planning as T. Gunton
points out: "housÌng was a key issue in planning, that state
¡nterventíon was essential, that garden cities were a good idea
and that private property shouìd be expropriated without comPens-
ation. But he aìso argued that Prìvête Property was sacred,
private enterpri'se crucial, and transportation, park pìanning and

zonÌng the primary concerns of the planner"' (T. Gunton, P.189)



CHAPTER 3

Contempo ra ry Planning Criticism:

A Select ive Ove rv i ew
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INTRODUCT ION

ln the previous chapter, the original purposes of zoning were examined

in relation to specific urban condìtions and theoreticaì influences during

the late-Victorian era. ln the final section of that chapter, it was noted

that BrÌtish and American precedents for ìand use controls were adopted as

proof that sìmÌlar purposes were valÎd in Canada.

The ¡ntent of Chapter 3 is to ênswer ênother of the four related

quest¡ons in Chapter l; ie. what are and how valid are the critical

theories about the purposes of zoning? The questions seek to find out

what crìtical theories exÌst about the purposes of zoning, Under the

heading of each zoning purpose in Chapter 2, it was discovered that

stêndards controls dictated the manner and the extent to which the zoning

purposes were applied in the form of public policy (ie. Housing Acts) and

physical form (ie. height, bulk and setback requirements for houses).

Contemporêry plannÎng criticism has passed judgment on the stêndards and

on the bases supporting the purposes. lt is the âuthorrs intent to use

the fundamental zoning purposes as headings and to draw briefly from a

variety of source material which ultimateìy questions the vaìidity of

the original purposes as used in a contemporary context.

SECURING PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE

Materiaì in Chapter 2 makes reference to a concern for pubìic heaith

as a fundamental purpose of zoning practice. During the lndustr¡êl

Revoìution and well into the 1900's, a generaì concern for health in

British and American experience advocated coherent streetscaPes, regulated

buildìng sites and the separêtion of land uses, all of which were to be

adminìstered by non-eìected public authorities. The concern for health

was legally sanctioned w¡th Health and Sanitêtion By-laws and frequently
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was supported with clâims to Utìlitariån principìes such as order,

eff ¡ciency and conven ¡ence.

Under the banner of the health theoryl it was hoped that urban form

and the rate of deveìopment could be controlled and manipulated by

standards controls relatìng proper sizes and types of ìiving units and by

designating height, bulk and setback minimums for any area. Residentiaì

areas were the highest valued zones. ln most cases, the cause of health

was a response of deficiencies in urbân deveìopment, deficiencies in the

form of high densities, a ìack of zoning and a lack of sociaì balance

presumably equêting living space with income and moraì codes, The

deteriorating living and working conditions of the ìabouring classes

were condemned as unsanitary hêzêrds to society, symbolíc of a lack of

respect for the preservation of property values and economic efficiency.

ln the course of securing public health, social arguments assocÌated with

urban development were ìimited in scope. Babcock points out that lawyers

who were largely responsible for the existence of zoning in America rrwere

interested more ín the practical aspects of making zoning work than in

the broad social and economic overtonesr' (Babcock, p.88) .

It has been previousìy stêted that the health theory takes ¡nto account

only particular aspects of urban forms in justifying zoning practice.

However, Gerecke maintaíns the health theory must suppÕrt sÕme concept of

the publìc interest (thìs being a common factor in alì planning thought)

rrproviding such things as light and air to enable us to survive and be in

good healthr' (Gerecke, p.l6). Early proponents of zoning would not refute

this much. But, Gerecke continues, I'this ignores such essentials as

inadequate housing, happiness, human rights and a host of othersrr (lbÌd.,

p,l6). Diverse pressures in a technological society demand that pìânning
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tools constitute a more sensit¡ve multi-d¡scipìinary approach to the health

theory.

For exampìe, we have onìy to look at rnan's psycho-social and, in

pêrticuìar, his perceptual needs whìch cannot be ignored, Architect Kiyo

lzumi lists four human consîderations that should be applied to the health

theory:

rrFirst, those human considerations which are primal, psycho-
biological perceptions in and of our environment, This aspect is
the significance of the experienced environment which affects what,
how and whys of learning and the subsequent perceptions and
conceptions. Second, are those considerations that are stiìl
primaì and universal but which arise from man's conscious sense
of being; ie. his self-awareness of his environment and of his
consciousness of the effects of the experienced environment on
hinself. Third, are those considerations which arÌse from the
further development of h¡s emotional and intellectual traits
refìected in his deliberate selection of places and the conscious
intervention to improve it in the narne of, for example, esthetics.
Then, fourth, are those considerations thât ar¡se from the fact
thêt man has devised a symboìic system and he is prone to attach
significance to an event and evolve beìiefs, mythologies,
phiìosophies and even reì igion from these experìences." (lzumi , p.2)

From the brÌef references to Gerecke and lzumi , it ¡s evÌdent that the

original concept of heaìth ¡s static and limited in scope' 0ther sources

readiìy admit thât the concept of heaìth ¡s difficult to 9râsP under the

most informed circumstances (see Kevin Lynch's work) and still other

sources wi ì1 suggest that owing to the fêllacy of projective pìanning,

rrwhose essential purpose is to explain reality in advance of experience"

(P. J. Smith, p..l04). This "reality" is expectedly unpredìctabìe in an

age of erratic sociaì and economic changes.

Zoning, as a projective planning technique, ignores for example what

M. Smith caìls the I'myth of pêthological density and crowding". ln the

early l!00rs high density mixed-use districts without buildìng or ìand-use

restrictions solved the problems of accommodation durÌng rapid growth
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periods. Simpìistic theories caììed for adequâte sunshine and air to

sustain the body and mind of the labouring class individuaì but this

rationale has ignored, as Gerecke suggests, other essential elements of

good health. Smithrs psychological, rather than economic, argument says

that increased population and spatial densities dorrnot produce stress or

any other sociaì pathoìogy unless accompanied by other stress producing

conditionstr (Smith, p.l9l), The stress or feeìings are already there

when crowding occurs. Even though some forms of social preventive health

measures êre necessary (see M. 5mith, Ch.6) in crowded "unstable'r areas,

the virtues of crowding êre many and varied,

Smith beìieves crowding wouid allow ìivelier neighbourhoods, a vitaì

street life, safer streets, mutual-aid networks in close proximity and a

"critical mass" to sustain small businesses, culturaì facilities and

poìitical interest groups. Smith îndicates how this rêtionêl purpose of

zoning, that beÌng to secure health and welfare, represents economic and

political interests served by this myth of overcrowding. This zoning

purpose does much to ìegÌtimize economic interests, private property

values, suburban real estate speculation, suburban shopping centre

deveìopments and ultimêtely increases profits to financial institutions

capitalizing on sprawl. Smith adds that the myth surrounding high density

living nrakes it difficult to show the public the policy advantages of

higher densities.

The conventìonaì appìication of the zoning theory has proven then to

be outdated and inadequate as an ¡ndicator of the pubìic interest, Clean

air, sunshine and a singìe-fa¡nily home are not assurances of happiness or

weìì-being. ln the same respect, these conventionaì values can be used to

manipulate groups of people by selecting race, religion, nationaì origin
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and income as identifying targets. S. 0lson's urban history of Baltimore

examines the abusive potential of the myth of overcrowding in pìanning

act ion:

"The old city hêd ên êverage densìty of thirty thousand per
square mi le, ten times that of the new annex. lf one ìooks more
precisely at the bounds of black sPace, one can find concentrations
as hí9h as fifty tlQrrç¡¿ to one hundred thousand per square miìe
in the seventeenth wãrd and just west of Hopkins HosPital, as high
as the immigrant clusters around the harbor had been in the late.
nìneteenth century, These densities did not, however, imply
crowding of houses. Most peopìe, even in narrow lanes like
Greenwiliow and Union streets... lived one family to a house, and
ìess thên one person per room. Popular assumPtions about congestion,
breathing space and promiscuíty were not borne out by studies of the
Urban League. But because the traditional high-density urban habitat
was ìdentified with black spaqe. crowdinq was blamed for all the
probìems tLtalL.o commuñtliãiì.-aìè--ãiË view was taken of
hi gh-dens i t-y-èñí i Èõnments, For the f i rst t i me, ¡'urban pr-obì ems'l
were identified with'tthe negro probìem", and the sìum was associated
more with blacks than with--Ñí¡ìants. The same districts stuck out
on new maps made of uiolììlìiire, juvenile deìinquency, and famiìy
service case ìoads. Social problems were identifÌed with crowding
and rrdark breeding--p-la-qes". ln ì934 a housing study by \y'.W. Emmart
for the Real Estate Board designated a belt of half a dozen
neighbourhoods as a ring of "bìight" around the commercial heart of
the city, He recoimènded that such areâs, the locus of crime,
delinquency and dependency, be demolished or at ìeast thinned out...
The perception was fixed for the next generation of urban renewal
as a serîes of targets Þr black removal." (0ìson, pp.325-326)

\,/hen enforced as just¡fication for the dispersal of 'rundesirable,

groups, zoning invariabìy produces highly undesirabìe consequences' lt

is unlikely that the objectives in this case reflected the aspirations of

the community as a whoìe but rather they reflected the prejudices of

p ìanners and elected officíaìs,

It is the implicit moraì overtones surrounding zoning that is a

recurring problem. Wìthout explicit debate on this manner it stands to

limit discussions between all interest groups involved and to hinder the
'/-

planner's roìe. Former CIP President, Peter ¡'1artÌn, questÌoned piênnersr

reluctance to incorporate the matter of moral values:

\5

X
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'rFor some reêson, we have a reluctance to consider fiìoral
vaìues - or we are reluctant to state them expìicitly.
Consequently, we prepare plans without any aPPärent consideration
of, for exampìe, equity - either for the owner, for the owner of
the âdjacent property, or for any other identifiabìe rpubl icsr .

\,le find it easier to deal wi th technicaì mâtters such as traffic
congestion and sewer capacity. By avoiding moral prînciples,
however, we are avoiding underìying issues. And if you think
those issues are clearly understood and therefore don't need to
be stated, I suggest you're wrong at best, they are understood
in different ways by different people. 0ur technical work would
be much Ìmproved by their explicit recognition." (¡'tartin, p.5)

The contemporâry context for zoning demands the abiìity to deìimit

the arguments necessary to assess an areå's health needs. The

ideoìogical or value position of the Planner (normally mìddìe-class)

may be countered by the assembìy of aìternative êrguments. To meet the

public interest on the grounds of health and welì-being of " cottunity

demands that the pianner broaden his discipìinary framework by first

transcending his entrenchment in physical-oriented anaìysis. Then it

only makes sense that, in the search for a more fluid structure of zoning

process, he decÎpher and recode informatÌon concerning needs of ProPerty

owners and tenants when these needs do not correlate with the traditional

proj ected p ìann ing needs of any land-use a rea.

PROTECT ION OF P ROP E RTY

It was feìt by Plênners that the generaì weìfare wouid be promoted if

the rights of property were limÎted' But zonîng could onìy adoPt a

property-oriented bias in its attempt to accommodate reasonableness. The

general welfare of a population has become based on the sacred nature of

private property in North America. However, this would ¡mply that PeoPle

without the benefits of private proPerty are at an immediate disadvantê9e'

Robert Goodman clarifies this question of inequity as follows:

"With zoning, the businessmen couìd have their 6ake ând eat ìt
too; the [character" of the neighbourhoods where they lived wou]d
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be maintained while they could reap enornìous profits from the
neighbourhoods of those they exploited. lt could also be used
to promote such generaì weìfare as making sure where certain
kinds of people couìd ìive or not ì ìve.r¡ (Goodman, p. ì5ì)

A commonìy used example of dÌscrimination surrounds the location of

Chinese laundries and living quarters Ìn both Canada and the United

States. 0rdinances passed by city counciìs with the generaì welfare in

mind eliminated hundred,lof such establishments.2 But, ås Goodman poÌnts

out, even though I'courts have usually struck down clear cut cases of

using zoning to discriminate, the ways of zoning are not always so

clearìy cutr' (lbÌd.). lt is a subtle change from concentratÌng on

efficiency to that of inequity.

Although equity, whethercocial or economic equ¡ty, was an ?

intended virtue in zonÌng, it was not untìl the post-industriaì perÌod

that more intense conflicts over its meaning and substance in practice

made it a reality. M. Webber cited by S¡mmie attests to this ìncreasing

level of conflict that differentiates our planning era from an earlier

one during which the rational purposes of zoning were conceived:

iro
rrThe industriaì age was dominated by the idea of efficiency

ç The post-industrial age is ìîkeìy to be dominated by conflicts
'. over equity. The overriding question for pìanners wÌll be how

should the social product of an increasingly affluent and
increasingly capable socìety be distributed?... Who shall pay?
\,Jho shall profit? And who shall decide?'r (Webber, p.208) ì

Gerecke ¡nsists that the zoning process must chênge to accommodate

equ ity ove r efficiency.

Planners have always been involved with a working concept of equity.

As weìl as making a claim on the public interest, pianners aìso influence

the performance of any concept of equity by establishing the physical

form of common needs and vaìues; ie, who receÌves particulâr Public

services, what mÌnÌmum standards are enforced for building height and
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ênd buìk, which areas are the object of renewal operations or special

hou s ing programs, etc,

Using David Harveyrs work as a source, Gerecke asks whether equity

is part of the public interest when applied under the social justice theory.

Harvey found that zoning actual ly aids social injustice - an unequaì

redistribution of income, because land-uses are not naturêlly separated

(Gerecke, p.22). Gerecke supplements this with a reference to the fact

that it is often the poorer home-owner or tenânt that must settìe for

accommodation êlongside water pollution, noise and,/or congestion, The

d i str i but i on of these negat i ve_¡¡13rna I i t ies therefore corre I ates spat ì a I

form with socia'l injustice. He concludes that rrzoning does contribute to

the spatial form of the city and existing zoning practÌces contribute to

socìa I injustice" (Gerecke, p,23).

Zoning, then, does not necessarily guârêntee the equitabìe distribution

of benefits alìotted to property owners and tenants (indirectly) but may be

used as a weapon of uncertainty and worse, if coupled with the crippling

restrictions of sanitation ênd health by-lêws, may jeopardize one or more

concepts of equity, those being equality, need and demand (w. Lucy, p.448) .

Lucy addresses these three concepts of equity as viêble notions for ìocal

pìanners dealing with issues having spatial dimensions. \y'hat Lucyrs work

Ìndicates is that in deaìing only with the equality, need and demand

concepts of equÎty one finds keys as to how a designated zoning may fìrst

affect the level of equity in, for example, public services and ¡n turn

how equality of services influences the vaìue of property, the nature of

its use and occupancy. The discussion of equity has many variabìe of

which only the aforementioned three will be referred to owìng to their

use in making planning decisions. The undermining of private ProPertyrs
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vaìue contributes to the uncertainty feìt in zonìng concepts. lf we èccept

the idea that zoning isrra sophisticated v,,eapon to rnaintain the exÌsting

control under a mask of rat¡onality, effÌciency and service," (Goodman, pp.

l7l-Z) it beconìes appêrent again that its use is not clearly neutral. The

early, somewhat vague, Utilitarian planning concepts of economic or social

equity, or even zoning for the general welfare, affects people in different

ways.

lf we borrow Lucyrs example of local services and equity and appìy them

to the zoning purpose in question, we are in a position to evaìuate the

ìimitations of this purpose. Considering residential zones as our specific

context, the sême quaìity or quantity of servÌces should go to any

residential area. But limitations, as outlined by Lucy, restrict the

degree of equaìity in services:

"The first I imitation is that equality is inconsistent with the
other... equity concepts. lf services are distributed based on need,
for example, then unequal need leads to unequêl services. The second
ìimitation is that equaì distribution of services to individuals often
is physically impossible. Parks, ì ibraries, and fire statÌons cênnot
be located equidÌstant from everyone. The third limitation is that
equality is not a coherent concept when service data are analyzed
systematically. Equal ity of service resources (street width or
police patrol officers) does not lead inexorably to equêìity of
service results (equal vehicular traffic or equal arrest rêtes).rl
(Lucy, p.448) .

Even though a residential zoning implies a degree of equÌty in public

services on par with other residentiaì zones, there is no guarantee that

this will occur. There is, fìrst of all, inequality of residential zones:

a status quo mêintenace preserved by segregêting peopìe and income groups.

The polÌticaì nature of zoning ensures that I'the privileged and the inter-

mediate groups often triumph over the numericaìly superior forces Ìn the

ìatent or large groups because the former are generally organized and

active while the latter are normaìly unorganÌzed and inactiverr (Harvey,
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p.76). Therefore, need can, in some cases, be insignifÌcant,

Even though a particuìar residential area shouid get more services, the

polÌticaì bargaining process relies on a zonìng map to maintain the

existing control under a mask of rationaìity, effìciency and service,

as previousìy stâted. Decisions appìying concePts of equaiÌty and need

as êrguments then wouìd easiìy overshadow demand. Although zoning stilì

exercises concepts of economic and sociaì equity under the guise of

ut¡litêrianism, in lÌ9ht of these concerns of equity or distributive

justice, the use and occupation of property is not a certainty for large

I rouPs.

ORDER

ln Chapter 2, order as a purPose of zoning recommended incompatible

uses be separated to preserve property values and to Protect resÌdentiaì

areês. The utilÌtarìan planning concern w¡th orderly growth of urban

form propagated a beìief in the virtue of rrscientificir projective needs

planning, in the name of efficiency. PrevÌous planning movements

(envi ronmentaì, conservational, and regional -metroPol i tan and urban

reform) have adopted the "assumption that the Pìanning of cities should

be directed to bring order and cìarity to the city as ê whole'r (Sennett,

p.l4l), lt is just the assumptions and predilections of this directed

urban order thêt êre crucial in reevaluating the zoning purPose of order

More recent planning theory questions the premises on which this

zoning purpose has been based. Although a lìmited concePt of order

remains incorporated in ìegisìation and planning decisions, alternatìve

concepts of order represent a ìevel of social criticism. The context in

which the concept of order was prevìously used to justify zoning is no

ìon9er acceptable in an age dominated by high technology, limited
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economic arowth and diverse social change. Two aìternêtive concepts,

diversity and change, are in conflict with conventional notions of order

Ìn zonÌng practice, The folìowing critiques focus on these concepts'

R icha rd Sennett, in The Uses of Disorder incorporates a socio-

psychological approach, questioning the sociaì benefits of planning for

un i form, segregated land uses. He states thêt the social consequences

of this myth of communal soìidarity in suburbia are not pos¡tive

remÌnders of the contribution zoning has made to urban form. He looks

êt the inwardìy-turned affluent family (and the sheltered individual),

which he guessed to be in the majority of the popuìatìon, as the main

element to promote spâtial and social dÌversity and instability. Sennett-,

in his introduction, accepts lfarcusers revoìutionâry message to suPPort

"an education accustom¡ng men to âccePt ê certain âmount of anarchy and

dìsorder in their lives'r (Sennett, p.9). Sennett bel ieves that suburban

areas are "harmfuììy understimulating'r. He maintains that social crísis,

chaos, and the mixing of socîo-economic classes and incongruous land-uses

do not reduce the generaì happiness or ¡mPede efficiency but result in

positive forms of diversity and allow instabiìity to derive a constructìve
?

meaning again." For decades an organic modeì dictêted I'thêt the uìtìmate

and natural state of sociaì interaction Ìs not the possibìy vioìent

clashes between groups during change but the eventuêl stable equilibrium'l

(Simmie, p.24). The virtues of diversity and instability concepts in

zoning then shouìd be seen as a breakthrough.

Sennettrs work repeatedìy draws attention to the fact that Planners

have done much, since Baron Haussmannrs City Beautiful princìPìes cuìtured

numerous grandiose changes, to minimize diversÌty and instability' For

Sennett, order is uìtimêtely dePendent on a rrPeculiar calculus of
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efficiency" found in city pìanning that, at the same time, declines to

use ârrnew cÕnception of the humane uses of cities" (Sennett, p'86).

Sennett establishes a convincing argument êgainst Particuìar rrassumptions

by which professional planners conceive and mold cities" in a technolog-

ical era. Haussmann assumes that I'it is desirable to treat city

problems (in a social, economic and physical sense) as a whole...; Iand]

it is a good idea to plan physical space for Predetermined social use"

(Sennett, p.90); and, accordingìy, these assumptions have been adoPted

in metropolitan-regìonal pìanning Practice. Every area of a cÌty is

assumed to be functionally related to the whole (hence an abnormal area

is perceived as being somehow deficient) and it Ìs wìthin thÌs

mechanistic image of efficient unity thât Sennet v¡ews the concept of

orde r in planning:

"ln pìanning done aìong this line, the pìan first determines
the 'projective needs' of an urban area in the Present and future,
and then proceeds to design the physical and social facil ities,
the 'pârtsr to service them. The assumption is that the larger
the scêle of this Process, the more efficient, in the machine
sense, the resuìts.rt (lÞj4., p.93)

It is Sennett's social-psychological message in respeGt to his

concept of pìanning order that is provocative. lt is the function-oriented

geographicaì process of planning that Places life experience in jeopardy'

preserving some vague sense of immunity from urban compìexìty' so that

¡rit is not what people do or experience in their own lives that counts'

but the external relationships of these acts to areas of indirect

experience that is the focus'r (lbid,, p.95). Controì led, mechanistic

coordinated land uses prevent disorder and instability while' at the

same time, ratÌonal ize the prevîousìy dìscussed zoning purposes.

The incompatÌbility of ìand-uses is, as Gerecke cìaims, "the

fundamental concept behind zoningI and is used to PerPetuate controlìed
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land-use patterns, fixed definÌtions of quality of life and fixed

categories of compat i ble and incompat i bìe I i vi n9/worki ng/recreat ion

spêce. Coìlectively, these elements represent a conservêt ive posÌtion

reinforcing the myth of common beliefs and values associâted with

distinct geographical processes, such as the development of suburbia.

Viewed as an integral planning tool for decentralized mass society,

the assumptions beh¡nd zoning ¡n generaì, and order ìn particular,

are d i stu rb Ìng,

Gerecke scrutinizes the concept of i n compa t i b i I i t y , deriving three

êrguments that challenge the concept of uniformity in land-use:

"(l) There are various degrees of incompatibility, therefore
there is no need to create totaììy uniform zones.

" (2) There is no un iversaì law of incompat îbi ì ity due to
changing values, sÕ it is ìmpossibìe to take an absolute view of
incompatibility, Some peopìers values are changing such that
diversity of uses is now êcceptable and desirabìe. Blanket
application of uniform zones is no longer possible.

"(3) There are socio-economic class differences among peopìe
in the city, which means that there âre also value differences.
Not all classes desire uniformity, and in fact, uniformity may
threaten the viability of certaîn areas of the city.'r (Gerecke,
pÞ.25-27)

lf the purpose of order in the city is mainly to ensure the

preservation of ìand values and residential districts, it does not aìways

follow that sociaììy-just ìand use decisions can be made. lndeed, some

socio-economic classes are put at a social and geographical disadvantage

because, broadly stêted, rrstandards Iof compatibility] pretend to have

i¡mited impact yet in reaìity they have great Ìmpact and in fact may not

represent what we reaìly wantr' (Gerecke, p.30). ln suggestìng social

justice as a normative theory, Gerecke argues for diversìty, suggesting

the adoption of an "ecologicaì system". This analogy to nêturaì

ecosystems implies that â level of resilience Ìn the urban and ecologÌcal

structure is attainable. lf the majority of suburbs remain oversimplified
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and if urbån centres are gradualìy modified to become I'off ice parksrr and

ìimited residential areas for the weaìthy, uniformity must be considered

a stêgnant concept. Gerecke concludes that

"diversity is a natural state of the universe and nâturâl system
of our world. 0ur present pluraìistic society is itself a case
supporting dÌversity. By creating uniformity we create an unnatural
state or false reaìity. This seems to be another case of man trying
to dominate nature or natural ìaws instead of âccepting and ìiving
wîth them, " (lbÌd., p.30)

After considering a number of argunents that refute the basis for

uniform land-uses, ìt becomes apparent that standards should be in a state

of fìux, ln the iast thirty years, the once obnoxÌous land-uses have now

been controlled and/or technically modified to operate in many locations.

Light industrial uses respecting maximum noise and poìlution controls may

be ìocated in and around residential areas. Some heavier industrial land-

uses, such ês cement factories, are stiìl better off in a separate location.

Highly efficient textile and high-tech companies, however, are easiìy

assimilated in any area that is relatively cìean and hence the potentîaì

for mixed-use zoning(MXos) is high.

The notion of incompatibiìity is relative to changing vaìues. When

adopted from foreign experiences, the term can only be vaìue-laden. lndeed,

it was "the success of the Utilitarians in coping with some of the physîcaì

problerns of the urban environment Ithat] led to the unwarrênted assumption

thêt alì urban problems would be equally amenable" (P. J, Smith, p.200).

Keeping ìand-uses rigidly separated appeared to be one method of solving

a probìem of chaos and waste and of retaining controÌ over a large

immigrant and labouring class populatíon. But ês socio-economic changes

occur, the resultant dîversity in needs and values Ìndicate incompatibility

cannot be applied as a universal law.
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The socio-economÌc cìass differences of groups can easiìy be ignored

by professionals guided by die-hard principles of order and economy over

chaos and waste. Physical metaphors are still used to obscure these

differences. Robert Goodman refers to the enduring repressive rationale

behind the modeì of 0rganicìsm:

trThe metaphoric aesthetic language of 'stars' and'choruses'
'orgêns' and rflesh' is a reveaìing example of how architects
have trêdÎtionaìly removed their concern from the essential
nature of building design, which shouìd be to provide habitable
pìaces for people to I ive... ln this ìan9uage, buiìdings are
described metaphorically as physicaì objects in reìation to each
other rather than as containers for human activity... The useful-
ness of this metêphoric language to those who rule lies in its
acceptênce as the language of asethetic ideology rêther than the
language of political ideoìogy,r' (Goodman, P.109)

It is a rel iance on models such as this one that neturêìizes the

importance and compìexity of socio-economic class differences. Pìanners

have formaiized the practice of zoning by proppìng up its image as a

legal, objective power (untiì anyone with the time and money to oPPose a

zoning variance objects) or the Utilitarian motto rrthe greatest good for

the 9reêtest number" which artificially dissoìves value dÌfferences held

by d ifferent socio-economic cìasses,

THE COMPREHENS IVE PLAN RECONS IDERED

ldeaìly, the comprehensive plan indicates the future wishes. of the

community. ln practical terms, this last zoning purPose exhÌbits an

inabil ity to refìect cleaLlv ?-!ficiqncy, economy or degrees of equity'

Gerecke argues that there are restrictions on zoning's ability to

implement a timed, orderly and efficient growth of the urban area' He

maintains 'rthis may only represent the planner's spatial and physicaì

view of the city rather than the total public view" (Gerecke, p.l7).

The comprehensive pian then is a questionable Part of the planning

p rocess .
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Canadian planner, D, R. Steele raises grave doubts as to whether an

official pìan, ìegaììy implemented by zoning by-laws, provides any

ce rta inty to future growth:

'rAn official plan shouìd be a guide for future ìiving. Living
involves people, People cannot be regimented to fit some plannerrs
idea of how they should live. They shouìd be guided, and short of
major provÌncial objectives of economics or conservation, their own
elected councils should be the peopìe who do the guiding,

'rThere should be centraì pìanning control but the proceduraì
difficulties involved in amending plans shouìd be avoided, A
municipality should be abìe to have an overall comprehensive pìan
which can be looked êt annuêlly or arnended with the minimum of
difficulty." (Steeìe, p.7)

The ìack of effîcÌency and economy involved in implementìng the

comprehensive pìan raises some objections to its usefulness, An earlier

Utilitarian-mechanistic concept fostered the belief that orderìy, timed

physical changes wouìd, especiaììy for the labourìng classes, induce

positive morally-conscious social change as wel ì. The content of the

plan is one that is never finalized or to be relied on; in fact, it has

been suggested that preferably it be aìtered yearly in response to

pressures from the reêl estate mêrket and other factors, for exampìe,

job type and ìocation, housîng or pubìic services, and terms associated

with concepts of equ i ty.

Gerecke submits eight reasons why the comprehensive plan is

dysfunctional, These lead to some assumptions about the roìe of zoning

in implementing the comprehensive pìan:

"(l) The plan jusÈ*hesntt worked. For the most part, they
have sat on shelves. The Hel lyer Task Force in l!6! found, in
the national tour, hardly a city with a comprehensive pìan. lt
îs known that many ex¡st; their invisibilÌty reflects the¡r
Ìneffect iveness.

"(2) lt can't readiìy incorporate changes in the environment.
Plans are usually based on past trends in growth ênd so they donrt
al low for any uncertainties that may occur.

"(3) lt assumes a capacity for centrêì coordination that does
not exi st.
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"(À) lt assumes statÌc institutionaì arrangements (government
structure, zoning), whereas rapid change calls for new institutionêì
arrangements.

"(5) The plan plâces too great an emphasis on the physical
aspects of the city. lt does not deaì directly with the social
aspects, or peopìe's wênts, As well, the plans are usually too
general to be meåningfuì as a guide for future development.

"(6) There wi ll aìways be data shortages, forcing the planner
to filì in with his own hunches.

"(7) The plan is inconsistent with the împeratives for action.
These big, abstract plans give no ggi des for action.

"(8) The diverse values of our pluralistic society cannot be
integrated in a singìe nprmatÌve scheme. As such, the plân usually
reprãsents the middie-clãi?aìues of the planners who origìnaìly
d raft i t.r' (Gerecke, pp. l3- l4 )

lf Gereckers reasonìng, that to implement the officiaì plan in an

exact form, is considered unrealistic, then the demands of the official

plan cânnot be met by the conventional zoning by-ìaw, The diffi-cuìty

in implementing the "total development process" leads one to beìieve the

notion of efficiency has particuìar ìimitations. When zoning and the

official pian are put in the context of metropolitan planning ideology

which relies on "pìanning the pârts from the nature of the whole"

(Sennett, p.!2), there Ìs an effective analogy drawn from the mentality

that guided industrial product¡on, ThÌs mentêlity was to illustrate how

zoning was onìy supposed to be the efficient cataìyst for an offÎcial

plan, yet a similar mentality is borrowed to support an evolving planning

verston

",,,planning the parts from the nature of the whole.. .
¡'This is, of course, one of the most familiar modern images of

unity; it is the basis on which machines are designed and it defines
a peculiarly modern concept of riefficiency" in technoìogical and
social organization. But, as historians like John Nef have gone to
great efforts to show, this image is an assumption âbout efficiency
rather thân the nature of efficiency ¡tself. ln preindustrial
factory systems, the experience of making a product was more
important than a stèndard image, a clear picture, of the "whole" to
be made; those craftsmen conceived, therefore, to define in advance
what a thing shouìd look I ike would interefere with rrefficiencyrr,
that is with the freedom of the craftsman to exploit his materials
and forms during production. ln an industriaì situation, the
product to be made is conceived beforehand, so thât the reaìization

57
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of the product, the âchievement of the whole, is a passive routine,
not an active experience or expìoràtion. By envis¡oning the fruit
of labour in advance of labour itseìf, it is therefore possible to
plan the production process so thêt the r¡parts are determined by
the whole'r, since the parts of production êre thought to have no
ìife of their own, no roìe other than to work harmoniously toward
the creation of a preplanned entity.,. Yet when this mentality of
production, this image of machine efficiency, becomes transformed
to the production of cities, in the designing of socÌal pârts from
a predetermined, prevìsuaìized urban whole, the results become
inhumane. " (Sennet t, pÞ.92-93).

The evolution of planning from this sense of mechanist¡c unity intact

within an organic anaìogy, to sociaì ecg_]9€J, to the specificqil¡{ of sub-

systems and, finally, to the applicatìon of svstems theory, p rovesi-t he

point. The magnitude of this probìem and the dìsillusionment with relying

on what seemed to be a simpìi9tic, natural' concept is discussed by Humphrey

Carver in the context of the ì960's suburban growth period. During the

expansion of subdivision pìanning, Carver was ìed to beìieve that the

comprehensive pìan had everything to do with projectÎng a rrrather orderly

expansion and the economic and socÌally-efficÌent use of land within an

urban area", yet its deveìopment seemed to take place in a vacuum absolved

of any concern for a humane social concePt:

rrlt became possibìe to enlarge the focus of subsrÊbaajìanning
to the scêle of a whole new_commu0i ty. Plans for suburban town-
ships appeared with ìand-uses plotted to fulfill some concepts of
social organization. Since the growth of suburbia went on at such
a breath-taking pêce, the first generation of suburban planners
worked Ìn a high pressure cl imate of emergency, And since Canada
did not seem to have any obv Ìou.s,+qS*ia,l--qEr cepts to g,,ide
design, most planners clung to the elementârL sc_hogl system as the
available and expJ:,inab le concept to provide an organizationaì
framework for suburbin rsociety.'r (Carver, p.44)

His criticism is that there hês rrnever before in history... been an urban

environment of such unìformity and conformity and lack of diversity'l

(lbid.), This has alarming impììcatÌons for a socÌal existence based on

physical and economic considerations in the worn-out guise of efficiency.

- \,,",('d
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The object of the comprehensÌve plan and the zoning process has been

to achieve the highest qual ìty envi ronment as economical ly as poss ible,

NeÌther comprehensive plans nor zoning, however, have been reìiabìe guides

Zoning has not been able to guarantee the certainty that a comprehensive

pìan might ensure. As beliefs and vaìues of urban dweììers become more

dìverse, the idea of rrquality¡t assumes different meanîngs dependent on â

multituàe of factors. Planners have known for years that rtthe activity

(of imposing a comprehensive plan) is, in reality, a highìy compìex

operation where such things as primary road networks, modal splìts, social

sati sfaction, poì i t i cs, employment di ff iculties, hous ing standards and

leisure problems are.aìl interwoven and aìl require specialist anaìysis to

formulate properly a comprehensive planr' (Simmie, p.4) . The comprehensive

plan is sirnply a hollow strategy for coordinated growth.

SUI4MARY

This chapter commenced by asking the question: what are and how valid

are the criticâl theories about the zoning purposes? A var¡ety of source

materials indicated that the standards âssociated with the application of

the or¡9inal purposes are outdated or limited in their arguments.

Each zoning purpose can be shown to be deficient. For exampìe, the

protection of public health and the general welfare limits Ìts concerns to

the physical standards of height, bulk and set-back limÌts. However, a

variety of consÌderations, from redefining the pubiic interest to examining

the myth of pêthological density and crowding, may be combined to determine

the âpplication of standards in any zoning context. The protection of

pr¡vate property, as a zoning purpose, is also limited in ìts original

conception, The notion of equity is not incorporated in the fundamental

zoning purpose even though zoning intends to deternine the physical form
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of a commun¡tyrs common needs and values. The zoning purpose of order has

a limited conceptuaì orientêtion in nineteenth century organicism and

promotes the belief that separate compatibìe land uses shouìd evoìve.

Criticaì theory has focussed on two alternative concepts of order, diversity

and change, arguing that varying degrees of incompatìbility are not onìy

tolerable but essentiêl for the creation of a vital urban life. The finaì

zoning purpose, focussing on the efficient maintenance of the comprehensive

plan, does not provide any certainty for future predìctions nor does it

faci ìitate the production of a humane sociaì environment.

The conventionêì arguments supporting each fundamentâì zoning purpose

must be delimited to assess their contemporary worth. The validity of the

purposes wiìl be examined in Chapter I, The folìowing chapter cornprises a

case study, ê test¡ng ground for the traditionaì zonìng purposes. The

study further permìts a testing of the traditional, fundarirentaì zoning

purposes as they contrast with a community group's Ìnterpretâtion of the

standards of the zon ing purposes.
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FOOTNOTES

A generaì health theory maíntêins that basic necessÌtìes required
to maintain human life such as good air, sunshine and pure water
couìd be ensured in a weìl-planned urban environment. Segregated
land uses and the healthy home were the means to the end.

2 ln the January 1924 Ìssue of the Journal of the Town Pìanning
lnstitute, a writer advocated ttreffiing
the rrChinatowns, the most squêlid and ugly settlements Ithat] have
been growing up.rr (lbìd., Vol. 3, No. ì, p,2)

It was not so long ago that mixed neighbourhoods of residentiaì,
commercial and industrial uses were the norm. Rapid social and
economic changes meant diversity ênd instability were characteristic
of these neighbourhoods, two elernents that couìd instiìl a sense of
vitaìity into an urban ìife before the idealistic suburban modeì
became the end result of attempts to isolate land-uses, The
contemporary concept of stabi ì ity shouìd be concerned with some
definition of 'rself-sustaining". For example, when housing
deter¡oration, short term tenêncy and the intrusion of other land
uses are all minimaìized, ståbility is considered measurable.
Defining an area as socially unstable is related to the concept of
socio-economic cìass and the protection of property values, lt
becomes a subjective interpretation based on different values and
beliefs. Sennett criticizes Jane Jacobs I'for ìooking at the dense
ethnic inner-city areas as tradîtîonally stabìe pìaces where peopìe
got to know theìr neighbours through years and years of common
association, Historically and demographically this has not been
true, The warm assocÌations Jacobs found are due to factors other
than popuìation stability.'r (Sennett, p.8)
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CHAPTER 4

INTRODUCT ION

ln a bid to deveìop â better understanding of the zoning process, â

series of questions were asked êt the outset of the thesis in Chapter ì.

The second of those questions, that being whether the purposes of zoning

êre st¡ll in evidence in current practice, is to be answered in Chapter lt.

To answer the question, the author examines a case study ìn the Cìty of

\,/Ìnnipeg, specifically the North Logan area. ln the case study the four

purposes of zoning (ie. to protect the pubìic and general welfare, the

protection of prÌvate property, order and the comprehensive pìan) are

discussed âs they were interpreted by the two parties ih the North Logan

Expropriation case, the City of \,/innipeg and the Logan Community CommÌttee

To examine the two interpretations, written transcripts of the taped

hearings, pìannìng reports and special submissions to the lnquiry were

reviewed, The judicìal lnquiry caìled to settle the dispute between the

City and the community developed a rich source of information on the

reality of contenporary zoning. This informatìon was reì ied on to draw

further contrasts between the two conflicting positions.

THE ZONING HISTORY OF THE NORTH LOGAN AREA

The North Logan arears zoning was estâbìished in 1939, at a tÎme

when pìanning techniques were again assuming prominence in l,lanitoba after

a period of neglectl 0riginaììy, only ê portion of the North Logan area,

west of lsabel Street between Higgins Avenue and Logan Avenue was zoned.

By-law 11206 designated the area lì, an lndustrial District, on November

27, 1939. Heåvy ¡ndustry was not permitted while, at the sême time,

residences were not prohibited. Lands lyÌng to the east of lsabeì Street

rema ined unzoned,
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The 1939 by-ìaw was repìaced with by-ìaw 16502 on Apriì ì, ì950. This

further established a zoning for the area east of lsabel Street ês part of

the development of â l'laster Pìan for Greater t{innipeg. Lands lying to the

east and west of lsabel were zoned rrH2rr, Light lndustrÌal, repìacing the

lì classification. The l'12 zoning limited industrial uses and prohibited

new res iden t ia ì development.

\lhi le the zoning classification did not change from 1950 onward, an

amendment to the zoning by-law in 1972 permitted res¡dents to upgrade

their properties. \{ith this amendment to the zoning by-ìaw, all singìe

and dupìex dweììings couid be expanded but were still forbidden by ìaw

to be rebu i ì t.

PAST STUDIES ON THE NORTH LOGAN AREA

Most of the planning studies prepared by the City between l!4/ and

ì!80, which addressed the North Logan area, recommended the area to be

consol ¡dated for industriêl use, Early reports, such as rrZoning - Greater

Winnipeg, ì947", estabìished the Cityrs general impression of the arears

future before North Logan was zoned ín ì950. A preference is given to

maintaining a singìe land use, ignoring the long time existence of the

mixed-use a rea, ln the 1947 report rrgood zon ingrr was to

I'make proper provisions for amenable ì iving which requires
pleasant, undisturbed resident¡al neighbourhood wÌth adequate
commerciaì services and provisions for enployment opportunities
in business and indust r ia I areas,.. r¡ (lbid., p,23)

Various studies through the years recommended the area remain zoned

light industriaì. 0ne of these studÌes, the 1957 Gerson Report entítìed
rrAn Urban Renewaì Study for the City of \y'innipeg", reemphasized the need

for separated land uses to el iminate nuisances, overcrowding and blight.

An earìier report from 1955, rrHousing Survey of Central \linnipeg" by the
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Emergency Housing Department, caìled for comprehensive rehabilitation in +

the înner city but excìuded the North Logan area.

The area was to remain in limbo and uncerta¡nty through the 1970's.

At least four public reports in the 1970's indicate that there was much

ambiguÌty in future recommendations to the êrea. ln the "Winnîpeg Ra¡l

Study (ì972)r', Ðamas and Smith recommended the unexpected. Ajthough a

transportation corridor was planned for the 14idlands raiiway ìine to run

into the Logan-CPR transportation corridors, there was a residential

component in the recìained CPR classification yards, Although no officìal

stêtus wès given the study, it does indicate thât the area could assume

residentìal- purposes if there were a relocation of the CPR yards to the

north, contrary to the previous studies which repeatedly recommended

industrial redevelopment, demol ition ênd transportêtion corridors. The

action agaìn hinged upon the costly removal of the CPR mainìine and yards,

which actÌon Counciì was not prepared to implement. à

The Winnipeg Department of Environmental Pìanning compìeted ê further

study, I'The l,linnipeg Area Chara_cterìzation Study", in 1979. ,,The

NeÌghbourhood Charêcterizâtion Study of the North Logan Arear¡ (1979) was

included in a ìarger, more encompass ing study. The study formed the

backbone of the Cityrs case in the lnquiry hearings, Some of the findings

which ìed the City to state thêt 'rthe traditionaì notion of a neighbourhood

no longer exists'r (Pìanning Background-Logan Exproprìation Area IPB-LEA],

p.20) were later proven by the Commission lnquiry to be rnîsleading.

Foì ìowing these reports were the poorly êttended Plan Winnipeg public 
ç
ì

hearÎngs which led to the City's Executive Policy Committee recommendation

that the larger Logan-CPR areê remain zoned industrial even though the

first draft (summer, l!80) desìgnated the area as an rrolder neighbourhood
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(During the lnquÌry hearings the City admitted this designation was a

mistake. ) The draft by-law (2!60/8ì) is the last paper to reiterate thât

the area be characterized as industrial for policy purposes.

The preceding North Logan area planning studies were referred to by

the City during the Logan Commìssion of lnquiry. The foììowing City

representatives made references to one or more of these studies in their

briefs to the Commission: Commissioner of the Environment, David

Henderson; City Planner, Tom Yawk; Environmental Planning Department

Director, Len Vopnfìjord, and its DÌrector of Research, Gord Courage.

Theìr central professionaì theme was that the Cìtyrs planning studies

have always recommended the phas¡ng out of the residentiaì component

in favour of îndustrial land us1 and these recommendations were

supported in the i980's. They insisted that the process of expropriation

for the purpose of creating a hÌgh-tech industriaì park was a just and

proper course to take. TheÎr position is further elaborated in the

fol lowing disucssion under headings of the four purposes. Direct

references to Cìty spokesmen by name wi ll be used only when special

points are made.

ì. THI CITY

A, Publ ic Health and \,/elfare

The mîxed-use nature of the area suggested to the CÎtyrrthat the

processes of neighbourhood decìÌne have been occurring for at least

fifty years't (eo-len, p.ZO). City representêtives reasoned that after the

CPR maintenance operatíons were moved to a northwest Winnipeg locatÌon

around the turn of the century, the area wês seen to be disadvantaged and

in declìne, Commissioner of the Environment, David Henderson, summarized
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the C¡tyrs position by saying

'rlt is historicêlly considered to be an industrial area, the
iand-use zoning is industrial and its location is that of a
centrally iocated industrial area with existing access to road
and rail trênsportation networks,,. l{ithin this area are lB0
residential dwelling units. These units represent the poòreìt
quality residentiaì housing pocket in the City. [,¡thin the
boundaries of the area there are no amenities or faciìîties
which could serve to support a residentiaì population.rl

The social costs of the arears Ibliq!t", owing to Ijxed-land uses, were

considered high by the City. The worsening housing condition was further

used as an ind icator of the a rear s we ì fa re. 2

Housing was ê non-conformÌng use in the area, and its status had been

a contributing factor in recommending houses be demolished, An inspection

by the City previous to the Judicial lnquiry indicated how poor conditions

were. A housing inspector and an architectural draftsman classified 50%

of the residences as being în 'rpoorrr condition requiring only routine

maintenance. The majority of the housing stock then was listed in [poor

conditÎon by the City, that being beyond economic rehabilitation. lt

was during the Commission hearings, however, that the 'rconditionsrr became

a point of contention. City Pianner, Tom Yawk, under cross-examination

by CommÌssion Chairperson, Eveìyn Shapiro, admitted that'rin the end

analysis, the decisÌons as to good or poor housing, the conditions are

judgmental.rr Yawk went on to state that the City's position was

uninformed.

The City insisted that other indicators suggest the arears standards

of health and public weìfare were being undermined. For example, excess

noise and truck traffic caused by industriâì intrusÌon were cited as

being detrimental to ðny residential popuìation. Furthermore, the

proximity of the CPR and related industries, the intrusion of automobile-

associated firms and the isolating factor imposed by Logan Avenue are all
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factors which were to have made remedial efforts to estabìish a healthy

res ident iaì environment ìneffective.

The psychological factor of neighbourhood isolation and ìack of a

sense of neighbourhood was submitted, The City observed that the

traditional role of a residentiêl neighbourhood is one of providing for

the routine ênd dðily needs of its residents. To the City, the "Logan-

CPR as a defined unit does not functjon in such a way, ln fact, the

var¡ous forces acting upon the area have collectiveìy contributed to the

physical, sociaì and economic disintegration of the êrea over many years.¡l

A lack of amenities (Ìe. a lack of shopping and recreation facilities)

suggested to the City a non-functioning sense of the terrn "neighbourhood'r.

The only recreational faciìities mentîoned were the Pioneer Arena and a

tot ìot at the south-east corner of Henry and Patricia,

The City also ìisted the area as r¡unstable" on the basis of the low

proportion of homeowners and characterized it as hâving a drastic turnover

of residents. The area was considered unstable because the population in

1976 totalled 995 people, a loss of 355 orJ23 since 197ì. The City noted

that in 1976 677. of the housing stock in the North Logan êreê consisted of

single-detached and single-att¿ched dweìlings whiìe only 37% of all the

dweììing units were owner-occupied. The City listed 632 as tenant-

occupied as compared to a city êverage of \27., Turnover and owner-

occupêncy figures were then used to infer thêt people had no sense of

belonging and a measurable increase Ìn neighbourhood vandal ism was most

ìîkely (the CommissÌon of lnquiry determined thåt these statements were

un founded howeve r) .
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B. P rotect ing Privâte Property

The City maintained that the zon¡n9 h,as protecting land vaìues by

ensuring that a single-land use would evolve. This end would be realized

when light industriaì uses become consoìidated, thus eìiminating land use

or zoning conflicts. The process of consoìidation would only take time

since "virtuaìly all of the housing in Logan-CPR is non-conforming wÎth

the entire areâ zoned for both light and heavy industrial uses" (C¡ty

Planning Department Planner, G. Courage). Another indicator of impending

consolidation was that the age of the housing stock Ìs pre-1925, with

more than 65% of the housing in Logan-CPR buìlt before 1920,

The City reiterêted that a single-use ârea'was recommended in all

planning reports since ì947, From the I'Metropoìitan Pìan of Greater

Winnipeg, 1948r', the City restated that rrsince zoning affords protect¡on

to property values, it should be applied to the entire area to guide aìì

future development'r (lbid., p.23), Zoning was then aimed at increasing the

marketabiìity of the property as uniformity ensued. Any adverse effects

on housing property values were considered natural, as evidenced in the

following passage from the Cityrs statement:

I'An added problern was the fact that as the area grew, the
railway-related Ìndustriaì activities on Higgins Avenue, together
wÌth a growÌng commercial/industrial corridor aìong Logan Avenue,
wedged the remaining mixture of single-family residential units
and businesses into a nârrow strip, without parks or major
ne i ghbou rhood identity.¡' (lbid., p.2)

Any form of rrgrowthrr in the area was associated with industrial actÌvity

encouraged by the zoning. Roads, sewers and parks were negìected since

the zoning had not entitled the area to the same quality of services

offered to a residential area

ln response to a question as to why Neighbourhood lmProvement Program
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grants were not mâde available to a stable, indentifiable neighbourhood,

the City repìied that "NlP is not mandâted to deal in any way wìth the

assembìy of industriêl lands for purposes other than housing or reìated

uses" (lbid. , p, ì0). The non-conforming status appìied to the residential

encìave is the liabi ìity that City officÌaìs favour.

C. 0rder

The City claimed the spatial form of the area had been changing over

the lêst fifty years. Physical decline in the buÌldings was expected

since the elements of rrservice, newness and difference... centrêl to area

rev¡talizationI were admÌttedly withheìd until ìand uses had been consol-

idated. The City's terms of effÌciency and progrâm elÌgibility (ie, NIP

assistance) dictated that a single-land use value must evolve, otherwise

the êrea is recognìzed as "unstable" (physically and sociaììy) and cannot

spawn an ident i ty.

The physicaì instability of the neighbourhood was discussed at some

ìength by the City. City officials maintained that the "preservation of

residential areas is preferredrr (Vopnfj iord) . ln light of past reports,

the City did not dispute this value but recognized it onìy when the

residentìal use is separated, unmixed with commerciaì,/industriaì uses,

Over the past fifty years the City claimed the arears disordered mix of

land uses led to the ìack of a major neighbourhood ìdentity.

The City supported their statements with referraìs to previous reports

The notion of single-ìand use zonÌng for the area is reiterated in a 1955

report caìled "A Low-Cost Housing Study for the City of Winnipeg", whÌch

recommended displaced inner-city residents be moved to single-use

residential suburbs. Likewise the Plan \.iinnÌpeg hearings, conducted prior
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to the Logan area judîciêl inquiry, recommended I'the Logan-CPR area be

designated an industriaì area in order to guide Counciì in future policy

ana ìys is" (PB-LEA, p.8) .

ln summary, the City gave support to a notion of a traditional sense

of order in land-uses, recommending a separation of what they see to be

incompatibìe ìand uses that have destroyed any sense of the term neÌgh-

bourhood, The City concluded on this subject by submìttin9 the followÎng

I'The traditional role of a residential neighbourhood is one of
providing for the routine and daiìy needs of its res¡dents. Logan-
CPR, as a defined unit, does not functÌon in such a way. ln fact,
the various forces acting upon the area have collectiveìy
contributed to the physical, social and economic disintegration of
the area over mêny years." (lbid., p.20)

D. The Comprehens ive Pìan

Enforcing the M2 zoning indicates faith in the concept of a

comprehensive plan implemented by zoning by-laws. The by-law was

established for the purpose of guidance and the City supports this

rationale. Planners indicated there was no recourse âs to how the area

fit into the Haster Plan. Commissioner of the Envîronment, David Henderson,

cìairned that poor housing created in part by a rapidly declining population

in the past and by an înadequate number of acceptabìe dwellìng units, by

established access to road and rail transportation networks and by the

ambition to consol idate commercial and Ìndustrial ìand uses, contributed

to the future goâl of makÎng the area efficientìy viable. The comprehens-

íve plan did not attempt to êcconmodate uses other than industrial ones

for the area since alì others would have been incompatible.

The Cityrs planning reports illustrate the effectiveness of the
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"The entire nature of the area has changed since the first
housing survey wês conducted in 1955 from one of endless, close-
together substandard dwellings with a highly-overcrowded
population to one of vacant lots, is empty, boarded-up housing
and a smaller number of mostìy sìngle dwellings in poor
condition." (lbìd, p.2l)

ln brief, the CÌty maintaìned that in respect to the change that hês

occurred in the area, zoning has impìemented the exPectations of the

comp rehens ive pìan.

E, Summary of the Cityrs Postion

Durìng the Commission hearings, the Cìty emphasized the mixed-use

arears decline, the lack of integrated services, the t'poor" road, sewer

and housing conditions and the fact that no sing le-ìand use was yet

visibìe- These factors were seen as combined risks to the health and

functioning of indivîduals and the neighbourhood at lar9e.

ln an effort to maintêin and protect property values in North Logan,

the âim of zoning wês to restrict development to â single-land use, that

being light industrÌal. The City insisted thêt services such as roads,

sewers and parks, although needed, could not be expected where residentiaì

use would defeat the râtionale for a zonÌng map.

The City insisted that the continuing mixture of residentiaì, commercial

and ÌndustrÌal tand uses is incompatible. A mixture of land uses

indicates an expected level of instability. \,/ithout neighbourhood identity

the ârea wås unapproachabìe for either residential or light industriêl

redevelopment. The zoning was beíng used to restore a sepêration of iand

uses to stabilîze property va.lues and to encourage residents to resettìe

e I sewhe re .

The City's comprehensive plan would ensure that the North Logan area
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become a segregated light industriaì ìand use. A dynamic whoìe was

presupposed with a definìte boundary and, therefore, a definite size.

To ensure the upgrading of utilities, appropriate trêffic engineering

(ie. for heavy truck traffic), the maintenance of health and buiìdin9

codes and general productive efficiency for light industriaì ìand use,

the City recognized the area should be of a single use' lt was onìy

with¡n the expectant relationship that zon¡ng was recognÎzed as a

catê lyst,

2, THE LOGAN COMMUNITY CO¡IMITTEE

A. Publ ic Health and Welfare

The Logan Community Committee (LCc) was welì aware of the City's

position on the area as an i'eyesore" and, therefore, sought to couch

their arguments ¡n terms of a contemporêry understanding of health and

weìfare.

ln the tradÎtÎonal sense of zoning securÌng the pubìic health and

welfare for the area, the LCC believes zoning has actually harmed the

area's chances for survival. Since the area was zoned, residents

claimed it "has been ignored by the City, partly because rumours of

redevelopment and expropriation have croPPed up time and time again.

The streets need repairs, sidewalks are cracked and water-main breaks

are common." (M. Brosnahan, Winnipeg Free Press). Furthermore, the

LCC ins ¡sted thãt

r¡for over twenty yeârs fol lowing the passage of Zoning
By-law 16502, the North-Logan area was I'colouredr¡ industrial
in the City's thinking and polìcies. Municipaì services were
allowed to deteriorate as normal måintenance dÎd not take
place. C¡ty negìect was in evidence throughout the neighbour-
hood and the Logan areê wâs never included Ìn any government
p rog ram. " (sNl-, p.l5)
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The North-Logan area was seen as an irreguìarity which, if allowed to

prosper whiìe larger planning schemes were proposed, would block attempts

at land assembly. The LCC cìaims, however, that their mixed-use êrea was

still a I'neighbourhoodr¡ even though conventional pìanning theory could

dispute this. The LCC maintains that the area's zoning was inappropriate

and actually undermined the existing housing and sense of neighbourhood,

ln an effort to update the data contained in the Neighbourhood

Chârâcterization Study, the City had reexamined and graded the arears

housìng stock, 75% of this housing stock was found to be in rrpoor'l

condition. The LCC believed the êrears zoning had biased the City's

housing stock study and downplayed any alternatives to the demolÌshÌng

of many homes. Under cross-exâmination by the Commission Chairperson,

the City relate!-l'håt the housing assessment was handìed by a housing

inspector and an archîtectural draftsman. They graded the houses either

"very poor", "poor", rrfairrr or rrgood¡'; the grading being based on an

externaì vìewing, lt was the amount of "poor" quality housing reported

which became the contentious issue.

The LCC argued the City¡s housing study was subjective in that there

was no quantitatìve or quaìitatìve checklist used, leaving the survey

open to unsubstantiated vaìue judgments. Usîng the Cityrs checkìist,

the LCC's architect and planner conducted ê survey of the same houses

^^,J -l^--iÍi^A 1)q ^ç +L^ L^,.^^- ^- i- ll-^^lll ^^-.¡l3i^- ^- ^^^^^-.J !^,,ru ,r'o yuus or uPPUrsu ru

the one house the City found. The LCC team also classified only 48% of

the houses as in "poorr¡ or rivery poor" condition whereas the City

described nearly 752 as such. .

Several other inconsistencies characterized the City¡s housing

survey according to the LCC. The LCC accused the City of conducting a
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superfic¡aì survey which viewed onìy the exteriors of homes. Residents

complained that interiors although upgraded had been unaccounted for in

the City's survey. Another concern was thêt a definite bias was felt

against older homes, Durìng the cross-examination of City officials,

'rgoodr¡ housing was found to be that whÌch is recentìy constructed.

Fìnally, the LCC felt nothing was mentioned of the costs to upgrade

housing in "very poor" or "poor" condit¡on at thêt time, Again, the

area's zoning precluded this being discussed.

The City repìied that simiìar general surveys were undertaken for an

overview of neighbourhoods in the city. The LCC, however, claimed (with

the agreement of the Commissionrs Chai rperson because the informatíon

was used to a specific end; Ìe. to rêze the neighbourhood) the assessments

are prejudiced against neighbourhoods with oìder housing stock.

Contrêry to the Cityrs argument the LCC cìaimed the mixed-use

neighbourhood was not crippìed by health and welfaró probìems but

rather

rrthese industries did not displace housing to a great extent
but exi sted s ide by s ide wi th hous ing. No d i st inct dec I ine in
housÌng is evident in the years 1930 to 1950, nor was any
signifìcant chênge made in the character of the industries
ìocated in the area... The housing stock in the area did decì ine
with many fires in houses and apartment blocks; these could not
be replaced after the zoning restrictions were imposed." (lbid, p.8)

Although the area had lost many houses to fires or to health and

sanitation by-ìaws, this was to be expected if rebuildÌng were not

permitted.

Another issue reìated to heaìth was debated. A health risk attributed

to industriaì intrusion $/as identified in the noise and traffic in the

area. The LCC agreed that industriaì intrusion brought with it some

threêt to the safety of residents but a higher priority was given to
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affordable housing and the cìose proximity to work, schools and shopping

outlets. A proposed plan to reroute traffic, încrease the amount of

green space and limit the future variety of industriaì uses wès further

endorsed by the CommÌssion Chairperson. She suggested the residentiêl

and Ìndustrial components of the neighbourhood could coexist.

A finaì inconsistency lay in the City's description of the area as

socially rrunstabìerr. The City felt that the ìow Percentage of resident

homeowners and the high percentage of tenant turnover indicâted the

neighbourhood was unstabìe. Aìthough the City claimed the area had a

high percentage of tenants (632 compared to the city average of \?7.),

the LCc's survey showed r'54% of the homes are occupied by owners, 48%

of the resîdents have lived there over l0 years and lì% are over 65

years old" (SNL,4), Rental accommodation was not necessar¡ìy seen to

be an indicator of the ìnstability. The area has had a long history

of rental âccommodatìon, first for immigrant workers and now I'much of

the present housing is stilì rentêl accomrnodation, and provides a

cheaper and more convenient Place to ìive than is avaìlable in much

of the rest of the city" (ibid).

lf what is needed to produce happiness is a r'good environment",

the LCC argued thðt from a histor¡cal Perspective the area had produced

decent living condÌtions. The LCC studied the êrea under seven sub-

headings: residences, schools, churches, social services, industry'

amenities, and the community. At ìeast some sense of the services listed

were present in the area5. Although seParated by arteriaì traffic routes

(common to downtown neighbourhoods), shoPs, churches and schooìs were in

Y
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close proximity to the area. Dufferin Publ ic School also offered special

needs cìasses and extra-curricuìar activities. Adequâte green sPace wês

admittedly lacking but was to be included in the LCCrs redeveìopment Plans'

The oraì and written submissions of area residents further indicated to

the Commission that a sense of commun ity existed.

The weìfare of the community and its residents was seen in a different

ìight. Even though an l'12 zoning was given the area Ìn 1950, there was

enough rrevidence that a vibrant community of homeowners, tenênts' small

businesses and industries had existed there since the eêrìiest development

of the area" (lbid.). \lhen zoning was administered the LCC asserts that it

didn't têke account of the mixture of'land uses even though this mixture

persisted through the many years with no zoning restr¡ctions and has

continued to ex¡st through alì uncertaÌnties of the past twenty to thirty

years" (lbid., p.8). Insteêd of securing the Pubiic heaìth and welfare

of the area, the LCC suggest the l'12 zoning only went as far as ensuring

the arears physical and socîai decline, and supported pubìic prejudice

that the area was dangerous to live in.

B. Pro ecti P r ivate Pro

During the exprorpiation hearings the LCC chaììenged the zoning that

would not protect their proPerty values. The LCC could-lgl--þd an

ident ìf iab le public d in appìying the zoning A]-99-\th Loe"n' TheY

suggested that the zoning originating from a city council without resident

participation did not ensure happiness, decent living condÌtions or the

protection of their property values. The LCC believed the lêtter element

in society is able to maintêin some standards for the maintenance of the

f¡rst two. However, for the LCC ascribing weight to the home-ownÌng myth

of betterment (equated with health and contentment), thÌs is åPParent but
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conditionê1. |./hat wês chaì lenged by the LCC were the âdministrâtive

conditîons set by the City that meant to protect the single family home.

One of the methods used by the LCC to question zoning's ability to

protect their propertÌes was to challenge the reasonìng that exempted the

area from NIP funds. lt was their contention thêt underlying their

exemption were more fundamental reêsons that affected the protection of

their properties. The LCC stated:

rr\,,Ie believe the decision to exclude North Logan in 1973 was
done more from a subjective reaction to the many pêst planning
studies favouring demoìition, to the industrial zoning of the
neighbourhood, and to the lack of public investment during the
previous 30 years rather than from an objective and qualitative
analysis of the area.rt (lbid,, p.l6)

The LCC .u"ron"i that past pl"; studies were used to prejudge "the

positive nature of a neighbourhood -- its vitaìity, chêracter, stability,

tenacity in spÌte of its probìems." The LCC prepared what they considered

to be a more realistic picture of the area's physical and social organiz-

ation as opposed to ên ideaì balance,

After the ì972 By-law 233-72, when non-conforming dwellings were deemed

conforming for the purposes of upgrading and additions, there was some

cause to believe the Cityrs êttÌtude toward the êrea was chanqÌnq ìf not

the zonînq, Zoning did not provide âny assurances for the many upgrading

projects, ln retrospect, then, it was the LCC's

rrfeeling that similêr to earlier reports and studies, littìe
first-hand data was obtained about the character and essence of
ìife in North Logan before the NIP decisÌon. Rather planners
continued to view this area as rrexpendable", as one with ìittle
power or worthwhile use to the cÌty and therefore one that required
little accountability." (lbid., p.l6).

ln the same respect, it was felt that zoning had not provided âny assurances

for the neighbourhood considering incompatible those uses the LCC found

compatible:
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r"\,/e beìieve that a dynâmic neighbourhood is one where housing,
industry, commerce and amenities are blended into a baìanced and
i n teg rated unity.rr (lbid., p,3l)

ln summary, the North Logan residents feìt thêt their property had not

been protected and land vaìues had not been stabiìÌzed owing dÌrectly to

the zoning. Furthermore, zoning had worked against stability by negêtively

influencing any attempts to provide pubìic aìd to the area including basic

pubìic services that any neÌghbourhood is entitìed.

C. 0rder

The LCC recognized that an oversimplified notion of order had been

Ìmposed by the City which promoted a pêrt¡cuìar meaning attached to life

through permitted physicaì and social growth patterns. The LCC responded

to this notion of order with another perspective,

By tracing the arears growth historicalìy, comPatibìe mixed uses were

found to have existed there since the ìate nineteenth century, 0nly since

1950 (when the areas to the east and west of lsabel Street were zoned) has

there been an attempt to terminate this form of order. The LCC found a

un ity of form was possible where housing, industry, commerce and amenÌties

are blended. This integration of uses $/as never supported by zonÎng, The

LCC felt that it was only a problem for pìanners and city council to accePt

the mìxed use areê as different but efficient ât the same time:

I'North Logên hâs historÌcaììy been an awkward area for planners
to fit into crisp categories on a maP - next to a railway, a bridge
and in the midst of commerce and industry, it had no clear identÎty.
ln 1950 planners decided to resolve this confìict by colouring over
the past and zoning the areê ' INDUSTRIAL'.r¡ (SNL, p.l7)

lf zoning originaììy attempted to achieve a unity of design or an organÌc

pêttern of growth for which symmetry was natural, the LCC believed this

wês not necessary in North Logan
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^
'rThe entire neighbourhood has changed since the first housing

survey was conducted in ì955, The neÌghbourhood is no ìonger
overcrowded but is instead dotted with vacant parceìs of land.
Existing zoning wilì not permit the construction of new Ìnfill
hous ing. " (SNL, p.24).

\,i hê t the LCC wânted was the positive !âRlx of the mixed use area to

remain and only the deteriorated buîìdings removed to another area and

demolished, A zoning change was also recommended:

r¡lt would be our intent to encourage this residentiaì
rehabilitation by stabiìizing the residential nature of the North
Logan neighbourhood by proposing to rezone the êreê from Bridge to
Ellen Streets and from the lane off Logan to the lot line between
Henry and Hi99ins.., from Í2 to R3. ln addition, we wouìd propose
to change the zonÌng along the north side of Logan between FountaÌn
and Bridge from M2 to t1l . The zoning of the land west of Salter we

would retain as M2,rr (lbid., p.32).

The LCC, in their recommendêtions, emphasized the detaiìing of uses to

indicate that the preservêtion and improvement of property values and

residential use is possîble if the incompatibility of mixed uses is not

accepted. Citing "dramaticaìly changed social, physical and economic

conditions of North Logan itself, the city as a whole and the state of

the worid over the lâst tên years'r (lbÌd., p.l6), the LCC maintained

that creêtin9 ordered, separated uses and binding zoning designations

has proven the fêllacy behind making spatiaì organization a sound,

irrevocable objective in meeting the pubìic interest.

D. The Comp rehens ive Plan

The LCC acknowledged that town. plañg- t.h"r"t or comprehens ive plans

are traditionaìly j¡lsLLL|ed in the promotion of health, the lessening of

congestion and excessive concentrêtions of the population in poor housing.

Planners had referred to zoning as a means to secure heaìth and land

values but this was something which zoning and the comprehensive plan had

not ensured for North Logan residents. The residents felt that the legaì-

3



plênning decision to zone their area 142, and thereby consol îdate Ìndustrial

land uses near the CPR tracks for the purposes of "a grandiose planning

scheme[ over twenty yeêrs ago, had ìittle concern for theîr neighbourhood,

At the t ime

"massive redevelopment projects involving totêl clearance were
formuìated; complicated road networks, gobbling up acres of deveìop-
ment were envisioned.r' (SNL, p.l5)

GÌven the fact thêt new roêd networks and massive redevelopnìent schemes

were not reaìized through the guÌdance of a comprehensive plan, the LCC

felt the plan wâs more flexibìe than they were led to belìeve. The LCC

presented a number of assumptions and facts that stem from "an apparent

change in attituderr on the part of the City: zl

" ln May 1972, the \,,/inn ipeg Ra i lway Study proposed that wi th the \
relocation of the CPR mâinline and yards, the Logan Area could be .,: lPAn,
used for residential purposes. ',,:ltl{:r¡ln November of the same year, the C îty amended the Zon ing By- W[u
law; all existing singìe and double dwelìîn9 units were designated
as rconformîng usesr. Therefore, resîdents now had the sôme
freedom to renovête and expand their homes as that enjoyed by
peop le llving in rresidentiaì districtsr,

I'The 1978 l./innipeg Chêrâcter¡zation Study also indicated that
the Logan area shouìd be resìdential Ìf rail relocation material-
ized. r' (lbid., p.l5).

The LCC also notÌced that "the first draft map for Pìan \linnipeg (ì980)

designated the area as an oìder residential area, This was subsequentìy

changed when the Draft By-law was prepared Iin August]'¡ (lbid., p.l5).

The LCC did not make the claim that the comprehensive plan itself is

something outdêted but revealed in their position pêper that the content

of the plan is never to be relìed on.

E. Summary of the LCCrs Position

The LCC viewed pubìic heaìth and welfare problems as directly caused

by the arears M2 zoning. At the same tÌme, the terms or defÌnition of

what constituted public heaìth and welfare were scrutinized during the
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Commìssion Hearings. To the LCC, zoning had quickly I'coìoured" the

neighbourhood which was abnormaì by rrtodayrs standardsrr from its inceptÌon

The incompatible housing enclave was expected to deteriorate to the point

of being a heaìth hazard, lndustriaì intrusÌon was to bring safety rìsks

in the form of heavy traffic and noise, According to the City, the êrears

welfare was refìected in its level of instability. However, to the

Commission's approval, the LCC argued thêt a "vÌbrant communìty¡' ex¡sted

whether it be defÌned by the City's standards or by community consensus.

Residential property was not expected to be protected with an M2

zoning. Again, the LCC saw pêst studies being used to misrepresent the

area's residentiaì component. lf the negative influence of zoning had

not disallowed the rebuildìng of houses, the residential encìave wouìd

have been a valuable âsset to an otherwise depopulated downtown.

The LCC contested the use of the normative concept of order in zoning

North Logên, Because compatible mixed uses had been present for decades,

there was no reason to believe a single land use zoning was more efficient

than a mixed land use zonÌng. Aìthough vacânt parcels of ìand and

deteriorated housing existed, the LCC mêintained it was the negâtive

effect of zoning whîch prevented an êlternate sense of order to exist.

The comprehens i ve p lan had for decades i nd icated a I ight indust r ia I

land use for the area. Residents, however, did not experience

redevelopment projects of the late 60's and 70rs, and had, therefore,

assumed their properties were safeguarded. A l!/2 amendment to the

zoning by-law permitted horneowners to upgrêde their properties. This

reinforced their belief in the arears future stability.
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CONCLUS ION

Chapter 4 began by addressing the question of whether the four concepts

behind zoning existed in contemporêry zoning practÌce. This chapter revìew

of the two sides in the case study reveaìs thêt the traditional purpose of

zoning are stÌ11 being employed. Through the four concepts one can see

that two dívergent views emerged on the purposes; one view maintaîning thât

the zoning for North Logan was appropriate and valid and the other view

claiming j ust the opposite.

The contemporary use of zoning in the Logan expropriation case was

supported by the City during the Commission hearings. The City insisted

that zoningrs negative effects on pubìic heaìth and welfare, property

vaìues, compâtible land uses and the concept of a workabìe comprehensive

pa ln we re in keep in9 wi th zon ingr s intents. Zon ing was correct ing the

poor land use decisions made before l!!0 and it wouìd onìy take time before

the area was of a sÌngle-use nature.

The LCC presented an alternative argument for the reevaluation of the

arears zoning, They viewed the traditional zoning purposes as being

unreasonable. The LCC maintained that, owing to the industrial zoning,

the traditional not¡ons of health and welfare centered around the well-

kept singìe-family home and the maintenance of a stable resìdential

neighbourhood were unêttainable. The conventional zoning process had

crippled the arears development as a mixed use neighbourhood. The LCC

ins¡sted that zoning was not representative of the mixed use nêture of

the neighbourhood and this resulted also in unstable property vaìues,

The sense of order imposed by the City was foreÌgn to the residents and

bus inesses. The LCC's understênding of unity of form would , rêther,

encourage the co-existence of mÌxed land uses, Finaily, the comprehensive
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plan did not ensure the guidance of development in the area. The LCC

found that the comprehensive plan aìso did not guarêntee the other zoning

purposes and was not flexible enough to permit changes representat ive of

the arear s deveìopment.

The existence of two conflicting views told us thât the concepts of

zoning are being used but it aìso indicated that they are being challenged

There was ìittle consensus between the City and the LCC on the goaìs of

the zoning process as it was applied. For the residents and businesses

affected by zonÌng on a daily basis, the zoning process appeared to be

inoperable or invalid, The next chapter goes beyond the LCC's reasons for

dissatisfaction by offerìng two further questions in the thesis enquiry,

The questions are whether the purposes of zoning are out-of-dête with the

contemporary conditions they are addressing, and whether the criticaì

theory surrounding the fundêmental purposes in such a case is valid.
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FOOTNOTES

ln l,Jinnipeg, after City Counc¡l appo¡nted a Greater !Jinnipeg
Planning Commission in l!ì4, pìanning activities were curtailed,
rralmost compìetely eliminated during the depression of the l930rs,
remaining dormênt untilWorld War ll'r (Carrothers, p.l6). The
demise of the Journêì of the Town Planning lnstitute coincided
with planning's discontinued functions during the depression thêt
adversely affected pìanning activities across the country.

ln a [/innipeg Free Press artic]e, it was rePorted that !'of 178
residences that existed in the areê ín January 1973,41 have
been demolished,.. of those still stânding, 33 are unoccupied."
(rbid., April 2, l9B2)

A community worker reiterêted that services and amenities were
not ãbsent. He reported that services such as the recreation
centres (the lndian-Metis Friendship Centre and the Freighthouse),
three day-cêre centres and the Health Action Centre on Elgin were
frequently used by area residents.

2
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INTRODUCT ION

Chapter 5 looks at answers to the last two questions advanced ìn

Chapter ì, The first of the questions asks whether the tradÌtional

zoning approach is appropriate for current practice as in the North Logan

ârea. The second questîon focusses on whether the traditional purposes

are operabìe in vÌew of contemporary zoning experience in the North Logan êrea

The chapter is organized first to give an overview of the findings

of the Commission of lnquiry, focussing on references made to the

fundamental zoning purposes. \{hile the Commission dÌd not present the

same questions as in this thesÎs, it passed comment on the zoning purposes

and emphasized the legitÌmacy of complaints from North Logan residents and

bus inesses.

The discussion, following the overview of the Commission's findings,

reviews the four purposes by drawing together information from reports,

the tâpe-recorded hearings, criticaì planning thought and the authorrs

understanding of the case. Through this review, the recommendations of

the Commission will be drawn out and interwoven wi th sources of PlânnÌng

crit îcism from Chapter 3,

Finalìy, the conclusion summarizes the discussion and answers the

questions put forward at the outset of this chapter,

OVERV I EI^/ OF THE COI'4M I SS ION OF INOU I RY F IND INGS

The Commission of lnquiry drew a number of conclusÌons which indicated

a dissatisfactÌon with the present zoning. The findings affirm the

presence of the residentÌaì and business communitÎes rather thên calling

for their el imination. The CommÌssion explained that the redevelopment

of the area does not necessarily mean that it must be exPropriated, totalìy

demolished and reconstructed. Redevelopment may be accompl ished by
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rearrangement, rehabiì¡tation, the improvement of City services and,

perhaps, even beautification, The CommissÌon's findings, therefore, do

not support the expropriation and redevelopment plans for the North Logan

êrea ês formulated by the three Pêrties to the Agreement.

Two of the princîpìes underlying the Logan Community committeers

(t-CC) plans for the area are supPorted and recommended by the Commission

in their report of May, l!82:

ì. "The co-existence of a residentiaì neighbourhood and light industry
is not, in itself, objectionabìe as long as the industry is
compatible with a safe and heaìthy environment; and

2. "A rmixedr community which successfully balances the needs of
residents and businesses may, and often does, offer mutual
benefits to eêch other, esPecialìy Ìn older areas of a cjty'"

(rbid., p.87)

These principles were to be incorporated in negotiations with particular

attention to the foìlowing detaiìs which make reference to and suPPort a

zon ing chan ge:

"9. The redevelopment of the area into armixedr but balanced
communÌty which can accommodate ê residentiaì neighbourhood
and i n d u s t r i a I /comme rc i a I enterprises by concent rat ing the
residentiaì comPonent in one section of the area so as to
preserve the residential character and to enhance its
env i ronment. This will require...

(3) provid ing green spêce des igned to be used as recreat iona I

space and as a rrbufferrr between the residential and
industriaì comPonen t ;

(4) developing street traffic Pâtterns which protect residents
from undue traffic or noise hazards; ' ' '

l0 Changes in the City's zoning by-ìaws so ês to maintain the
integrity of the residential neighbourhood, to encourage
property improvement, and to ensure the comPâtibiìity of the
industriaì/commerciaì sector with the residential sector.

lt The upgrading of municipaì services (such as streets and
watermains) to the level provided to other areas of the city
and to the ìevel required by both housing and industry.r'

(lbid" PP.95-96)
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The preceding recommendations suggest that the contemPorary use of zonÎng

as advanced by the City is inadequate. The following four sections give

a critique of the contemporary use of zonÌng from the case study'

particuìarly the judiciaì inquiry. The discussion wiìl focus on how the

Cîty's rationaìe for retaining and enforcing the zoning for North Logan

is inconsistent with the sPecial needs of the neighbourhood.

CR IT IQUE OF ZON ING IN NORTH LOGAN

The City advanced an outdated, subjective and instrumentaì approach

in the use of zoning for the North Logên area, The inadequacies of the

zoning purposes were borne out in the case study. The trâditional PurPoses

represent a partial view and, perhaps, everi a false view of the neighbour-

hood's needs. The City's zoning anaìysis, originally based on the Ìdea

of ef f Ìc i e¡ cy-,-ÅE9l-¡1ol-been reconciled with any notion of equity glst would

hâve âccounted for the needs of the residents. lt was not untii the

Commission hearings that planning studies of the area could be discussed

in light of both residents' needs and zoning thought.

The foìlowing excerpt from a discussìon between representatives of the

City, the LCC and the Conmission ilìustrates the extent to which the errors

of the City needed reexarninat ion:

r¡Ernie Peltz (lCC lawyer): 'lt seems to me, Mr. Yawk'.. that one
respect in which they Icity reports] remain relevant is that over the
years these reports have had an imPêct on Logan area and have in
effect become a seìf-fulfilling ProPhecy... they have Prevented action
from being tâken that may otherwise have been taken, for example, for
residentiaì rehabilitation, Would you agree with thât?l

'rTom Yawk (City Pìanner) : rNo, I wouìdn't. And even in terns of
the zoning there are areas the cÌty zoned I ¡n 1950, and I think areas
were zoned I on the basis of the city finding a solution to the
problems of determi n Ìng nei ghbourhoods, resi dentiaì nei thbourhoods,
the soìution was that they would be totally taken over by I enterprise
I think it was inappropriate thinking and inappropriate planning and
by-law regulat¡on, but in 1950 it happened and there were other areas
of the city that were more favourably located that were zoned entireìy
l, where the opposite occurred, where the residential strengthened Ìn

,1fu,4*w
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spite of the industry, and where these areas fìourished and so when
we moved into at least one of these areas with our NlP, we found I

zoning but we found a sound, rather viable, at least viable enough
to work wi th, residentiaì area. I mention in particulêr North Point
Dougìas to the east of the DÌsraeli freeway, which was held in an
lzoning and to the same extent was infiltrated by I enterprise, but
this enterprise was totaìly peripheral to thêt communìty and could
be tota I ìy buffered by, . . I

'rE. Shapiro (Commissioner) : r.,.so what you're tryîng to say is
that the Cityrs âctions can contrÌbute to the deterioration of hous-
Îng in an area.., but whether you call it benign neglect or specific
intervention that it is possible in the city doing nothing.., can
actuaì1y... help deteriorêtion to têke place.l

rrTom Yawk: rYes, I think the 1950 zoning heìped deterioration
to take p lace, I

"Ernie Peltz: tFor exampìe, in the provision of municipal
services,.. by designating an area to be lan êrea that should be
cìeared, in the mean time until it is clear, there might be a

re luctance to upgrade, etc,..l
"T, Yawk: 'And there rn¡ght be a reìuctênce based on the fact

that the area is designated for transportêtion proposals, or an
overpass or whatever, A report des ignat Ìng the êrea as a

transportêtion corridor would have the same effect...r rr

7.

(taped source, March l, 1982)

ln many respects, then, zoning by-laws and amendments are, as Shapiro

points out, refìective of thinking currently in vogue among those in power

at the time they are introduced

I . PUBL IC HEALTH AND I^/ELFARE

The CÌty's concept of public health and welfare, when applied as a

rationale for the purpose of zoning in North Logan, is deficient and

outdated. The zoning decision will therefore be narrowìy conceived, a

concept limited in its practical use, guided more by zoning¡s preventive

trends or the subjective biases of inspectors rather than principìes. lf

some degree of flexibility (ie. a process thêt would permít and encourage

citizen participation) is not incorporated in zoning such elements as

'rstandardrr housing and neighbourhood controls, then zoning becomes a

one-dimensional control over what ìs rrproper size and type in living

units and designation of height, buìk and set-bêck minimums in any area.

The question of housing;n the North Logan area is a case in point'
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The argunìents regârdin9 the publÌc health and welfare of the area were

primarily focussed on the compounded effects of rrpoorrr housing, the

lack of integrated services and "poor" road and sewer conditions. The

discussion led by the City marginalized the infìuence of other contribut-

ing health factors, The probìem was clearly one of del¡mîting the

question of what constitutes public health and weìfare. For example,

zoning protection stops short of incorporating man's psycho-socÌaì and,

in particular, hÌs perceptuêl needs, and overemphasizes what Michael

Smith caìls the I'myth of pathological density and crowding" (Smith, p.ì91)

lf mixed land uses are properly integrated wÌth concern for the usersl

needs then the standards governing publìc heaìth and welfare are variable.

In light of the North Logan case study and the Cityrs argunents for

determining quaì¡ty of living, there is a need to reconsider some basic

beìiefs which support the notion of zoning as a protector of pubìic health

and welfare.

The notion of "cleaning up" the North Logan area as a preventive

measure had been a deeply rooted planning recommendat¡on that is not

wíthout opposition. The foìlowing considerations aim to counter the

recommendêtions of the Cityrs pìanning reports since 1947 and the need

for single ìand use zoning.

A belief which guided the City's pìanners wês that towns had failed

to produce sêtisfactory ìiving condÌtions and that the solution to the

problems of inner city areas was, therefore, to be found ìn planned

suburbanization and decentralìzation. This was the meêsure of progress

and represented a quest for purity echoed in the fol ìowing passage

i ssued by the C i ty:
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A common set of requirements and standards (inherent in zoning by-laws)

are advanced which eventually create more conflicts as testified to by

the ir inconsistencies and contradictions.

The importance attached to the upkeep of the singìe fami ìy home, the

differentiation of compatibìe/incompatibìe uses, the needs for parks and

neighbourhood identity/stability are all remìnders of zonÌngrs faults.

The Commissionrs recommendations and the LCC¡s proposed development

program (based on ân arnendment to the zoning) Point to an overemphasis on

inflexibìe, outdated standards applied without an understanding of zoning

and its applÌcation in different contexts,

2. PROTECT ING PR IVATE PROPERTY

As a result of testing the zoning purposes Ìn a contemporary case

study, it becomes êpparent that the protection zoning affords to Property

has limited scope. lt is taken as a tenet that the sÌngle family home is

the element to be protected from other ìand uses. This relationshÌp

between uses is still considered the ideal baìance of physicaì and social

organizatîon by the city. lt is stilì assumed that, with the isolation

of resídential uses, there is room for cooPerat ive interaction of land

uses and functions, The standards Promoting the health and contentment

of the labouring class population are typicaìly those correlated with the

domestic virtues of the home. However, without security from the

intrusìon of industry this represents a Poor investment by middle-class

standards. The inequaìity of residential zones dictates which resÌdentrs

needs are taken care of. Services are usually rendered according to a

status quo mâintenance of segregated ìand uses, peopìe and income groups.

lrrespective of the value judgment associated with segregating land

uses, it is stììì assumed that zoning is to protect and stabilize ìand
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"An added probìem was the fact thåt as the area grew, the
railway-reìated industrial activities on Higgins Avenue,
together with a growing commerciaì/industriaì corridor along
Logan Avenue, wedged the remaining mixture of single-family
residentÌaì units and businesses into a narrow striP, without
parks or major neighbourhood identity." (PB-LEA IPlanning
Background, etc. Logên Expropriation Areal, p.2)

There was, alsq the belief that there existed some mechanical link between

the environmental and human behaviour ênd what was needed to produce

happiness for the greatest number was a "good environmentrr. However' the

inflexíbility of zoning, guided by several by-ìaws to Protect publ ic health

and safety had managed to acceìerate neìghbourhood decline instead. The

Cityrs PB-LEA (Pìanning Background, etc. Logên Expropriation Area)

document claims thêt ¡the most Prominent of these (by-laws) are the health,

maintenance and occupancy and aPartment upgrading by-laws'r (pS-Lgn, p.zZ)'

The by-ìaws, however, in their negâtive affect on the arears mÎxed land

use development ìndÌcate that PrinciPles suPPorting public health and

welfare are enigmatic.

AnÕther belief was thêt the former develoPment of inner city areas of

poverty, ilì-health, crime and congestion were so intractable as to be

insoluble and that efforts should therefore mainìy be directed to prevent

theìr continuance or repetition. This leads to the notion of revitalÌza-

tion - namely, for the City, "service, newness and dÌfference" - having a

bias for efficiency and purity whích was cìearly not a priorÌty for area

res i dents.

The preceding beliefs are compounded and acknowledged as consensus

on what constitutes good health and safety. As evidenced by the

Commission's Recommendations, such bel ìefs are also myth-mêkìng factors.

They are predicated on the assumPtion that alì groups in society must

share a common set of values and interests on public health and welfare'
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values have not been protected and pubìic services otherwise made readiìy

avaiìabìe to residentiêl areas have been withheìd while the present

infrastructure deterÌorates rapidìy, Despite the demand for services in

the êrea, the zonìng map has been restrictive under a mask of rêtionâìity

and efficiency. lt is owed directly to the transìtÌonaì area's mixed

land uses thêt there is no guaranteed equity in land values or pubìic

services.

Zoning can only adopt a property-oriented bias in its attempt to

âccommodate reasonableness. lf, as stated earlier, the general welfare

of the population is dependent on the sêcred nature of private property

rights, people without the benefits of private property.are at an

imrnedìate disadvantage. This may be impìied in the Cityrs repeated

references to area "transientsr', or the tenant populêtion. The percentage

of tenants Ìn the area was not greater than the city average, as the City

originally claÌmed but, untiì contradicted under cross-examinatîon, this

bias provided the City wîth one more excuse to d¡sregard the area.

The question of property rights, ìand use and equity requ¡ re

attention, During the industrial era when the protection of private

property wês tempered wi th Utilitarianism, emphasis was placed on

efficiency. However, in the last two decades increasingìy more emphasis

has been placed on conflicts over equity, the North Logan case being a

prime example. The notion of equity is not found within the

terms of utilitarianism, and hence the theoretical and practical problems

when coming to terms with an argument over equity, The terms of equity

are not couched in status-quo oriented means and ends. Any measure of

success would mean învoking a paradigmatic êdjustment which would subvert

the traditional status-quo decision-making of the planner and poìitician.
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The outdated approach of the Cityrs ârgument begins with the manner

in which the City construed their zoning recommendatÌon for the area as

'naturalr, as if zoning recommendåt¡ons were static. lt was impìied thât

the community shared a common set of vêlues and beìiefs. lt is a given,

the¡, that the tenets of economic efficiency should cause the distribution

of ìand uses and economic-social classes as they are. DistributÌonal

justice is not taken into account because the dictates of economic

reasoning in the use of private property and the functioning of the market

offers its own legitimization. ThÌs is the type of reasoning thât points

out thât the poorer home owner or tenant must settle for accommodatÌon

alongside wêter pollution, noise a¡d congestion, lf the problem had more

to do with equity, the distribution of these "negative externalitiesrl

would correlate spatial form with social injustice, an êrgument more

fulìy explored by David Harvey.

Even though residential zoning Ìmplies a degree of equity in the

distribut¡on of pubìic services as dictated by need, there is no guarântee

that this wiìloccur. ln the North Logan case study, the City recognized

the presence of 350 residents but, because the zon¡ng did not recognize

their residential status, their needs became irrelevant in the political

bargaining process. Property vaìues were allowed to suffer under the

mask of rational decision-making, efficiency and service, ù,N

"\*\3, oRDER -"

The Cityrs zoning perspective of Winnipeg suggests the city is an

organism that cannot K:%t.i_rfrritìes and stiìì maintâin a high

ìevel of .f f t9þy¿lesaqlys-_lunclions and land uses. An irresuìar part

of the whole is something difficult to classify for planners and brîngs

the purposes of zoning into a complex web of possibìe contradictíons and
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and critical ânalysÌs, especially if the irregular part survives ênd

fìourishes. Examples of this sense of the CÌty as an organism are found

in the City's reference material to the Commission of lnquiry, The

planning documents reflect a generaì predilection for relating allphases

and areas of an overalì plan and do not recognize I'speciaì'r areas.

There is an inherent problem wi th zoning that denîes a diversîty of

economical living and working spaces to res¡dents who regard conditions

of nu isance and unt id iness as seconda ry in importance. Pos i t ive forms

of spatiaì and sociaì diversity in land uses and functions aìlowed an

¡runstable'r concept of order a degree of constructive meaning, The myth

of common bal iefs and values associated with distinct geographical areas

would imply that stêndards must be kept to disallow diversity, North

Logan residents, however, insisted that the City's standêrds did not

represent what they wanted for the area. The chaos and waste thât

resuìted from the mixing of industriaì and residentiaì ìand uses in

late nineteenth century Britain represented a specific context for

development controls or zoning. However, in the latter part of the

twentieth century the resuìtant diversity in needs and values indicate

that ¡ncompatibÌìity cênnot be applied as a universal law.

The Cityrs understanding of diversity assumes something must be

repaired, made correct in such cases because it is emphasized that only

zoning is to guide all future (re ) deve lopmen t , The rigid standards

that define a neighbourhood as needing I'quìet parks", ìocal schools,

community faciìitìes, servîces and other requirements in a preferably

seìf-contained development imposes ên outdated concept of relating the

purposes to an ìdeaìized order, an organic whoìe with limited boundaries.
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Broad assumptions on the physicaì and social space make zoningrs

structural-functionaìist approach seem one-dimensional. lt is an

idealized, purif¡ed inner-city neighbourhood that hês the quaìÌt¡es ìisted

above and, furthermore, contains them ìn one barriered area. Early land

use planning in Britain defined ìand-use functions in order to avoid

mixing uses that mÌght trigger epidemics, polìution and high social costs

to the famìly structure. UnìÌke the industrial context which originally

led to the segregation of land uses, the context in the l!80's is one that

is energy-and-polìution-conscious and more often witnesses the mixing of

uses as a mãrketing backdrop. ln effect, the City has continued to

recognize organicism ês a theoretical construct to be implemented rather

thên one that is incompatibìe with the reaìity it hopes to regulate.

h. THE COMPREHENS IVE PLAN

lf zoning is to implement the comprehensive plan to ensure the

utilitarian catch words of health, efficîency, econorny and order then, as

already indicated in Chapter 3, there are major defects with this ìntention

The LCC argued that the comprehensive pìan projected uncertainty and even

inaccuracÌes rather than assurances of the catch words, This is consîst-

ent with Gereckers crit¡que of the comprehensive plan in that changes tÕ

the plan cannot be incorporated, the chêrêcter of the area was never

recognized, data shortages necessitate uninformed planning action, and

the diverse vaìues and beliefs in society cannot be found ìn a single

normative scheÍìe. The assumption that ìand uses must f¡t into a vision

of unity is Ìnappropriate. Zoning, as the catêlyst for the comprehensive

plan, cênnot work as such because a consensual vision of unity has always

been absent. ln reality, zoning in the North Logan case has oniy been

masquerading as an efficient tool .
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The beìief in separating uses, even after the fact that the area has

functioned as a mixed use area for decades, has less to do wÌth the publ¡c

good than wi th the image of maximizing effíciency and, therefore

maximizing utility. The image of efficiency can be misconstrued as an

assumption about the nature of efficiency itself, The measure of thÌs

assumption of efficiency is refìected in the potential flexibiliry of the

comprehens ive plan, ln ì974 the Schreyer government of Hanitoba identified

the North Logan area with ¡ndustriêl renewal ¡'even though some in the

technicaì work¡ng committee recommended the areê be looked at for

residential uses'r according to planner Tom Yawk. Eecause planners have

no consensuaì view on the considerations to be taken into êccount, this

is not surprising. The comprehensive plan has not been able to meet the

needs of the North Logên êrea where primary road networks, employment

problems, housing standards and sociai satisfêctîon are conplex issues

that the official plan onìy suggests have been analyzed with the intent

of max im Ìz ing eff ic iency.

The C i tyr s re ì iance on the comp rehens ive p lan has demonst rated how

the planrs theoret¡cal basis does not work in reality. This is

particuìarly appêrent when elements such âs public participat¡on in the

zoning process have little to do with the formulation, amendment and

revision of the plan. lf the comprehensive plan were open to review by

community groups or cÌtizens, the implied consensus of the plan would

undoubtedly give way to conflict and dissent amongst participênts,

SUMI"IARY AND CONCLUS IONS

Chêpter 5 began with an overview of the Recommendations of the

Commission of lnquiry, The recommendôtions undermined the ratìonêle

behind the Cityrs use of zoning in the North Logan area by indicating how
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the traditional zoning approach was inêpPropriate. The CommÌssion

condoned the conditìonal mixing of residential and industrial land uses

if a healthy coexistence could be achÌeved. Furthermore, changes were

recommended for the arears zonìng to encourage a coexistence of ìand

uses, safety from noise and traffic hazards, improved ProPerty values

and the adoption of measures to ensure compatÌbiìÎty of uses and the

equìtable upgrading of municipal services. To reiterate, then, the

Commissionrs recommendations showed that the traditional concePtl of

zoning were inappropriate for the inner city neighbourhood. The folìow-

ing four paragraphs point to the Ì n a p p rop r i a t e n e s s of the area's zoning

and suggest that the tradÌtÌonal purposes of zoning are inoperabìe.

The pubiic health and welfare of the residents could not be addressed

by the zoning, ZonÌng had not protected the residential enclave but

râther its negatÌve action encouraged deterioration or abandonment.

lnstead of preserving and enhancing the area, revitalization meant

demoì ishing or rebuiìding. Good health and safety in the Cityrs eyes

wouìd only be reaìized when the area is a single land use.

The residential enclave in North Logan has been present for decades

but property values were not to be Protected as long as land uses

remained mixed and the percentage of transients remained high, Attention

to pubìic services (to preserve land values) was a future-oriented

act¡vity expected only when industriaì ìand uses were Present. 0wing

to the M2 zoning the discussion of equity according to need (ie pubìic

servîces) is not legitÌmate.

The North Logan area did not fit into the Cityrs organic concept of

a whole whìch would consist of distinct and separate parts (land use)'

The sense of order promoted by zoning in North Logan assumes the diversÌty
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of uses expired when industry was no ìonger a nuìsênce for residentiaì

units.

The comprehensive plan remained an irnpediment to North Logan residents

gaining a mixed land use status for the neighbourhood. Subjective

decisions by successive groups of pìanners and politicians maintained its

future oriented zoning status. Residents had onìy derived a feeling of

uncertainty from the officiaì pìan. Even when the zoning by-ìaw was

amended in 1972 the fate of the area was equally clouded' There is a

note of failure in the planrs attemPt to achieve âny sort of social or

economi c equ ì ty th rough zon ing act ion. The t rad i t iona I zon ing app roach,

in its Ìnflexibility, did not recognize the residentsr demand for equity

and, therefore, remained incapable of meeting the need for a sense of

secu r i ty.

Each of the four preceding paragraphs summarizes evÎdence of the

inoperability of zoning when applied to the trans¡tional North Logan area.

Therefore, an alternate more appropriate zoning process is required to

meet the needs of the residents. The concìuding chapter intends to

ânswer summarily the fìve questions presented in Chapter l. The author

wi ll then be in a position to offer recommendations to remedy the

inoperability of zonÌng practice in trênsitÌonal inner city areas.



. 
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMHENDAT IONS
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INTRODUCT ION

The opening question of the thesÌs asked: does zoning meet the needs

of an inner-city transitional neighbourhood? To arrive at an answer four

related questions were answered in the course of four chaPters. A brief

review of the questions and the answers wilì prepare the reader for the

recommendat ions to follow,

The first question was: what were the original purPoses of zoning?

From a variety of sources four fundamentaì PurPoses were outlined' The

purposes grew out of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

British and American ìand use planning. Each purpose was influenced Ìn

turtn by some meâsure of the philosophical-politicaì reform movement of

Utilitarianîsm which advocated responsibìe action for the greatest good

of the greatest number in pìace of machine-like efficiency or the

selfish individuaìrs pursuit of happÌness. The purposes were guided by

a concern for publ ic health and welfare, public responsibîìity for

private property, a new sense of order and a comprehensive pìan for future

growth. A physicaì resPonse was to evolve out of a societaì problem. The

purposes were incorporated into Health Acts, planning programs and

legîslation aimed at controlling frequent epidemÌcs, the intrusion of

noxious industrìes into residential areas, and the resultant social unrest

The second question asked: are the PurPoses still evÎdent in current

practice? From the rich source of information surrounding a contemPorary

case study of the North Logan Expropriation Hearings of l98l-82, the

purposes could be tested. Two conflicting views emerged, that of the City

and that of the Logan Community Committee (t-CC); both incorporated the

traditional zoning purposes as the basis for êrguments either for or

aga¡nst the expropriation of ProPerty in the Logan area' The Commission
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of lnquiry¡s recommendêtions also referred to the purPoses, criticizÌng

the City's reìiance on outdated purposes, labelling them inapproPriate

in view of the neighbourhoodrs changing needs, The purposes, and the

subjective standards upholding them, are evident in current Prâctice but

fall short of their intentions to meet the needs of the neighbourhood.

The third quest¡on broadly asks whether the purposes are vaìid or

inoperable given contemporary conditions. Recommendations from the

Commission of lnquiry would suggest that the purposes in themselves have

no legitimacy. Light industry and residence can coexist side by side

given certain restrictions (ie. concern for pollution and noise ìevels).

A balance of residences and businesses wi lì not necessarily depress

surrounding land values any further, Rather, it is possible that with

the opportunity to rebuiid and the close proximity of resídence to work,

ìand values may stead¡ly rise.

ln the discussion of order it became cleêr that the diverse interests

of the neighbourhood were not accommodated on this subject. A mÌxed use

area does not simply imply încompatibiìity of uses or the lack of a sense

of neighbourhood. There are different concePtions of order and dìsorder

held by both residents and pìanning crÌtics that suggest that disorder

can also instigate a vitê1, ¡ntegrête lÌving and working envÌronment.

Finaìly, the comprehensive plan did not represent the needs of

residents for maintaining.an unrepresentative zoning designation for the

area. ln ignoring the changing circumstances of the area, planners Ìn

the¡r support for the plan, did not provide any future security to the

resìdents. This actÌon helped to make zonîng a negative, self-fuìfilìing

p rophecy,
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Zoning dÌd not live up to expectations in the North Logan area. lt

could have been used ês a tool to instigate dynamic social and spatial

changes to meet the needs of both residents, businesses and light

industriaì concerns. The lack of comprehension on the part of the City

indicates a reìiance on the early cÕntext of the fundamentaì zoning

purposes as value-and-prejudice-laden precedents.

The fourth related question opened a review of the relevant planning

criticism in order to assess zoning's operability or validity. A

selective review of planning criticism discussed the purposes in ìight of

theÌr deficiencies and perrnitted a series of conclusions êbout contemPorary

zoning, The purposes hêve not been incorporated in a changed and highiy

compìex historical, poìitical and social context. lnstead of examining

manrs ìiving environment by incìuding, for example, psycho-social

considerations, the zoning probìem and soìution is ensconced in physical

terms (îe. the over-concern for the single-famÌìy home). lnstead of

emphasising equitable solutions to zoning problems (ie. providing needed

public services to ê residential popuìation in a mixed used neighbourhood),

the machine-like notion of efficiency is ascribed to' lnsteêd of opening

the zoning process to publ ic participation, subjective standêrds âre

enforced as if they were universal in nature, Critìcism, therefore,

focussed on how the rationale for each PurPose was outdated, in need of

revision, as it was appìied in the North Logan case.

The foì ìowing sections intend to draw together a number of conclusions

and offer recommendâtions based on the material covered up to thÎs point.

The first section reconsiders the zoning purposes in an attempt to

delimìt the theoretical and practical standards in which they are applied.

This section concìudes with a quote from Babcock which points to the lack
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of scope in the land use Process that does not acknowledge the community

interests ¡t affects.

The section of zoning as a community-based Process discusses the

general need for a dìfferent zoning process to make oPerational a

contemporary understanding of zoníng outside the confines of subjective

standards, A community-based process is advanced to suggest thêt

confìicting individual interests can be incorPorêted. The final section

refines the notion of the community level zoning process by describing

the neighbourhood ìevel at which it wouìd best oPerâte.

CONTEMPORARY PLANN ING CR IT IC ISH AND THE FUNDAMENTAL. PURPOSES OF ZONING

Contemporary planning criticism brings into question the values and

beliefs supporting the fundamentaì purposes of zoning. The fundamental

purposes cannot stand alone without validity, They consistentìy must

have their application and context under review. From a historical

perspective changing applications of the purposes would seem to be a

normative âct but, in reaìity, this may not always happen.

Zoning or development controls originalìy focussed on curbing health

problems and equating "proper" living space with moral codes or standêrds.

Health and sanitiation by-laws of the lête nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries supported Utilitarian claims to maintain order, efficiency and

convenience for the good of the greatest number. Aìthough by-laws dìd

much to check epidemics, in retrospect their influence was often negêtìve

to the point of defeating Utiìitarian cìaìms' Questions of public heaìth

standards act as an example. Are light, air and space the only contribut-

ing factors in the assessnent of health and welfare? As subjective

indîcators of efficiency or convenience, overrelìance may be placed on

them. Other essentîals such as psychological weli-being and human rights
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are equally Ìmportant in a technological society but are ìost in the

contemporary case study when the aPPlication of zoning wâs not uPdated.

A more sensitive mu I t i -d i sc i p I i na ry approach to ana ìyz ing heaìth and

welfare seems êppropriate.

MÌchael Smithrs work calls into question the Cìtyrs cìaim that the

mixed-land use area was overcrowded and a risk to mental and physicaì

health. The crowding together of residentiaì and industríal land uses

can also make for a vital neighbourhood, a cìose proximity of work to

residence and the availability of public servÌces, The City, in theÎr

analysis of North Logan, looked repeatedìy ât an error-ridden survey of

bui ìding exteriors, mixed land uses an.d poor pubìic services whiìe

ignorìng a strong sociaì dynamic ¡n the community. Crowdirrg had been

blamed for the area's deterioration while in realÌty it was the zoning

which did not alìow for maintenance of the area. The problem cÌted was

one of spatÌaì determinism wÌthout regard to the complexity of the

problem ês it affects socÌal space. A reìiance on spatial determinism,

as identified by Harvey, cannot be reconciled with sociaì space thãt is

both variable for indivìduals and groups and variable over time.

Efficiency and convenience equals dullness for there is no sense of

human scale recognized in segregated uses such as the purifÌed residential

areê,

Planning crÎticism wouìd aìso point to the discriminatory and

unequitable nature of zoning in regard to the value of mixed ìand uses

in a traditional, singìe land use area. The zoning shouìd have been

changed so as not to maintain the status quo of segregated land uses

when the needs of residents were reasonable, whÌle the rationale for

sustaining the zoning was not. The hÌ9hìy valued, stable residentÌal
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enclave was ìeft to deteriorate whiìe the under-utiìized light industriaì

functions were promoted. lf the issue were êctualìy one of efficiency (as

expected by planners) the mixing of land uses in the downtown area would

seem both practical and cost-efficient. According to DavÎd Harvey, it

should be res¡dents who determine the liability associated with negative

externalities such as noise, traffic or congestion.

The purposes of zoning as they are being used indicate a confus ion of

principles with techniques. Segregated uses, or districting, and

incompatÌble uses êre fundamental concepts supPorting zoning Practice but

are onìy techniques with serious reservations attached. They should be

criticized, aìtered or removed in relation to new sociäl needs and

technological gains, râther than notions of efficiency' ProPerty values

can also be maÌntained by aìlowing the mårket to regulâte land uses. ln

the case study area the ProPerty values couìd be maintaìned if the

property could be soìd for the same use indefinitely.

0rder and clarity to inner city areas were the ideals of an industriaì

era threatened by epidemics and sociaì upheavaì. However, in planning

thought, other concepts of order are acceptabìe' ln a no-growth economy

experiencing diverse socìal and technoìogicaì changes over the pêst two

decades, more consideration can be given to making diversity and

ìnstabiììty wor.k for a neighbourhood. The mixing of clean industry and

residential ìand uses still represents, in normative planning terms,

instabîlity. Pìanners must incorPorâte such ìand use mixes by

reconceptualizing the notÌon of efficiency. Sennett calls this a

¡'peculiar caìculus of efficiency.r' A pecuìÌar calculus of effìciency

wouìd regard degrees of încompatibility as acceptabìe.
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Norrnêtive planning thought wi ll not incorporate degrees of

incompatibi l¡ty. The concept of the organic whole assumes the existence

of a predetermined social and economic use of ìand, as if it were the

basis for universal iaws. Strìngent controls over land uses prevented

mass disorder and social instability in the lâte nineteenth century but

such fixed definitÌons of the quality of life were never valid. L,hat

was once incompatible is not necessarily so now. Therefore, contemporâry

criticisn wouìd suggest that standards to guide zonÌng ought to be in a

state of fìux.

The fundamental zoning purpose of order, like the other purposes,

must be reeva luated without concern for subject ive conceptua I and

polÌtical judgrnents. As expected, zoning practice reflects the conceptual

and politicaì thought of those who created and administered such by-laws.

Much zoning is rooted ìn Utilitarianism and any notion of equity is not

âttainable. Rather, the image of efficiency and convenience is bound up

in the prejudices of planners and polìticians, The aspirations of the

commun ity are not respected outside of crìtìs sìtuâtions, whiìe the

articulated needs of the community demand thêt the zoning process itself

be changed. I'EfficÌency' has proven to be a beguiìing catch-all since we

do not even know what it means to sêy; or even if it means to say we are

rrmaxÌnÌzing the spatial organizatìon of the city" for there is no way to

maximize on the multiplicity of objectives contained in potential cÌty

forms.

Comprehensive plans have not represented certêinty in the dîrection

of urban growth. When based on Ìncreasing the degrees of efficiency, the

plan cannot accept the inconsistenc¡es of an area like North Logan.

Planning criticism, however, would suggest that notions of efficiency
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have limÌtations, as illustrêted by the North Logan case study. This

case study provides several examples: the pìan does not alìow for

uncertainties, it ignores social change, it is repeatedìy threatened by

planning data shortages, and it willnot incorporate the dìverse values

of a pluralistic society.

l/ithout enlarging its focus and process, zoning, as a key to

impìementing a comprehensive plan, is unreaiistic and is neither an

economically nor a socially efficient use of ìand in a inner city

transitionêl area. The process of zoning for a comprehensive plan is

partìy to blame. Amendments to zoning designations requi re a complex

gathering of ìnformation on the part of planners which is not always

given priority. The unfortunate âspect of such neglect ís exempl ified

in the case study. The City used past reports as precedents to

perpetuate status quo decisions. by usíng some of the purposes as principìes

rather than as planning tools open to critÌcism and change, The result was

the embarassing reminder that the City enforces standards that do not

recogn Ìze the fragmented nature of conmunity experience

Zoning has been a probìem-ridden process for either side in thìs case

study. lts fundêmental purposes, as appìied by the City and as attacked

by the LCC, were regulâted by subjective standards that rarely produced

equitabìe results for the transitionaì area residents. ln the case study

such zoning has been used for parochiaì êdvantage and expìicitìy against

the generaì welfare of the residents, \lhiìe the inherent logic of

pìanning is democratic, the cêse study exhibited an anti-democratic bias

in operation. This i.s indicated in the manner in which zoníng practÌce

had been maintained and unchanged even though significant changes had been

witnessed in consumer tastes, neighbourhood demographic structure, urban
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growth ênd transportation and building patterns. \./hat is needed to

châììenge this process is an interdiscipìinarian approach, focussing on

the degree of publÌc input and on the terms of equitable act¡on, ìn

order to ascertain exactìy how zoning ought to be applied in sÌmilar

situations in the future.

ZONING AS A COMMUNITY-BASED PROCESS

It is not zoning techniques that must be changed to meet the needs

of mixed land use transitionâl area residents but rather the zoning

process ìtself. The zoning process must synthesize a mutually beneficial

land use concept and technique to Ìncorporate periodical reassessments of

zoning purposes. \,/hat is also necessary is reassessment of the theoreticâl

and practicaì value of the fundamentaì purposes of the zoning process.

This requires a reexamination of the standards approach to ìeg¡timÌzing

zon ing act ion.

The standards approach underlines the weakness in the zoning Process.

To maintain sociaì order, control and common objectives in pìanning,

reliance has rested on a consensual view of values and beìiefs associated

with public health and welfare, property, order and convenience. These

values and beliefs have been held În common for the good of all. For

exampìe, health standards in the form of "proper" ìiving and working

conditions and consequent moral condîtioning have commonly been resPected

as objective and proven. l,Je know from the selective review of

contemporary planning criticÎsnr that the standards are ìimited in their

scope, howeve r.

The fact that aìl individuals do not shâre the same vaìues and beìiefs

(as far as urban lifestyles go) leads the âuthor to emphasize the fact

that the basic sociaì and poì itical conditions in which a community
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competition among different interest groups for status ênd Power. lt

is the confìict modeì approach to Plånning that acts as a basís for

making recommendations for the future use of the Planning tool , a

process that is unreìiabìe as it is presently organized' The intention

of the following section is to show that it is both necessary and

constructive to include locaì participants in the zoníng Process. The

lâst sectÌon wììl then present a meêns to organize local partic¡Pêtion

in the zoning Process.

The ìast sectÌon of Chapter 6 is a review of some of the major

defects undermining the fundamental purposes of zoning. Hore

contemporary planning crìticism ìeads us to the conclusion that while

these purposes only partialìy reflect the needs of complex urban

communitÌes they may be enforced blindìy by overzealous planners. The

value base for zoning has changed drastically over the past seventy or

more yeêrs. ln earìy American and BritÌsh pìanning ìiterature, efficency

and progress were espoused by planners, engineers and architects; but,

more recently confìict over questions of equity have been gìven prÌority.

ThÌs would suggest that the zoning process should accomrnodate the

emphasis on equity whereas the contemPorary case study indicates that

the purposes âre not markedly different from those examined ¡n ChaPter 2'

The context for their use has changed but the practical content remains

essentially steeped in Utititarian terms which ignore questions of equity

The planner's preference for relying on the t¡me-and-cost-saving notion

of efficiency ìeaves little room for tackling questions of social justice

To ensure that some form of equity is incorporêted in the zonÌng

process, locaì particiPants must be included in land use decision-making'
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The form of partÌcipation may be manipulated by the public participation

process as it exists in 1985. Gereckers concise review (Gerecke' p.53)

of procedural changes and innovations deserves mention before making

more specific recommendations. \,Jhile changes often reflect greater

citizen involvement, the total redistribution of zonÎng power is likely

to be the real solution. The folìowing points illustrête the changing

relationship among zoning, planning Practice and public participation:

- Neighbourhood planning assistance has been made available. Area

pìanning offices in the inner-city have made the pìanner a go-

between for the City and residents; ultimately, the planner attâined

the role of pacifier for either group and consequentìy a confìict of

interest was the obvious failing.

- Resident Advisory Groups (RAGs) established formal channeìs for

receiving information from, and communicating to, centraì authorities,

but a lêck of professìonaì assistance and genuine recognition from

City Counciì has generalìy reduced the imPact of their inPUt.

- Minor and major review processes meênt two levels of rezoning

reviews occurred, dePending on the tyPe of controversy. \'/hen

planners sense a major controversy then PoliticÌêns can be înformed

before the planners and developers are able to reach possibìe

agreement. The major fauìt of this change is seen in its lack of

fores íght.

- Finaììy, time limits in processing develoPment permits have

sometimes decreased delays and forced decisÌons.

None of these innovations, however, make the citizen a central eìement in

the zon ing process.

.Þ
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The invoìvement of the citizen, then, amounts to¡rritualistic

listening" in many cases which does not faciìitate the inclusion of any

notion of equity in decision-making, This rather abstract notion of

equity, as a form of socìaì justice, is more realistic if a city-wide

relationship is ceded to citizen Participâtion' Gerecke âdds that

rrour norrnative concept of the public interest wouìd suggest
that the totaì city should benefit, but that we shouìd also
examine who benefits and who suffers by a zoning decision. It
would appear that some trade-off must be made between citizen
participation and benefits to the total cìty.'r (Gerecke, p.58)

It is then justÌfiable to suggest that

"... the greatest potentiaì for zoning innovations is to
deveìop a dynamic, politicized zoning process with various
invoìvements: neighbourhood, city-wide and technÎcal.rr (lbid, p'58)

Recommendations will focus on pubì ic participation êt the neighbourhood

leve I .

The North Logan case study indicates there is a need to reneu,/ and to

ìntensÌfy citizen particiPation in the zoning Process. Neighbourhood

residents are the ones immedÌately affected by changes and they wilì have

to live with the consequences, Each neighbourhood group needs the

opportunity to monitor area growth and affect the decision-making Process.

\,,/hen area-specific citizen groups are given technical aid and accept the

responsibility of city-wide arguments, there ìs the ability to accept

anticipêted changes as the nornì. This understanding would PrePare

residents for the administerÌng of another kind of zoning for transitionaì

areas. Citizen groups would have the oPtion to zone different êreas, not

simpìy for their use or physical form but also for their rates of change.
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION - A GRASS ROOTS APPROACH TO ZONING CHANGES

ln this section, recommendations for the future are in response to

the cîrcumstances of the North Logan incident, The recommendations are

offered with the aim of avoìding standoffs simiìar to those between the

C ity and LCC.

The zoning process can respond to the needs of inner city area

residents. A new zoning provision would heìp to avoid the time-consum¡ng

conflicts ìike the North Logan situatìon. The current zoning process

necessitates organized chalìenges to zoning in order to aììow land use

decisions to come to a reasonable resuìt. A new zoning process, however,

could lessen the pressures of conflict before change is administered.

This would require a new participatory and collaborative relationshìp

among part¡cipating citizens, pìanners and politicians.

Residents in inner city transitÌonal âreas have a greater need for

special cons¡derat¡on in the distribution of zoning benefits, These

residents have less money and, consequently, fewer reasonable options

in responding to externally-împosed changes than other city dweì lers.

This fact alone Ìmposes a pêrticular obìigation on decisîon-makers to

safeguard their welfare. To meet the obìigatÎon, poì iticians and

planners wouìd be required to estâblish a new trust in a neighbourhood

resident group formed especially to oversee the changes wrought in the

zon ing too I .

The case study provides a working example of the potential

col laboration. The Logan Community Committee (LCC) insisted that it

be included as ên êctive particiPaht in the zoning process. Theîr

alternative plans for the êrea posed a more realistic ideal (in

the concept of dîversity to begin with) to pursue thên land use
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uniformity and the eventllêì demolition of the housing component.

The LCC proposed a rrbottom upt¡ form of grass roots invoìvement in K
the zoning process. lt was the LCC that recommended the redeveloPment

of the area Ìnto a t'mixedrr but balanced neighbourhood which couid

accommodate a residential and industrial/commercìal comPonent by

concentrating residences in one section of the areê so as to Preserve

its residentìal character and to enhance its environment. The bottom

up app roach works in conj unct ion wì th the establ i shed p lann i ng

processes. By using the technical expertise of pìanners and the

guidance of pol iticians in the the Political process, the LCC could

respond to land.use questions before a cr¡sis forces a confrontation'

The relationship of the three grouPs can be diagrammêtically represented

as fo ì lows (Gerecke, p.65):

In the case of the North Logan residents th¡s interdependency would

faci litate changes in the City's zoning by-ìaws so as to maintaÌn the

integrity of the residential neighbourhood. The same organizational

structure could establish regular meetings to encourage property

improvement and to ensure the compatibility of the industrial/commerciaì

sector !,/ith the resÌdential sector. ln collaboration with pol¡ticians

and planners. the citizen group could plan for the upgrading of municipal

services to the level provided to other areas of the city and to the

level required by both housing and industry.

2nd leve I

rev iew
(c ity)Techn ica I

input
(P lanne rs ) ìst level

rev iew
(Loca I )
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The organization of public partîcipation cannot oPerate without

government support. Remuneration in the form of dollars or professional

services must be transferred to community grouPs to encourage success.

Funding could be provided from existing City and Provincial program funds.

ln the North Logan case, additional resources from the Tri-Partite

Agreenent, that might otherwise help PeoPìe to upgrade theìr houses,

could be used to expand community services (with the aid of consultants)

in the zon ing process.

ln light of the prolonged state of uncertaìnty among the North Logan

residents and businessmen at the time of the cêse study, the author urges

the Provincial and Municipal governments to acknowledge the interests of

inner ci ty community grouPs in the zoning process at the earliest possible

opportunity, This action would eliminate the chances of a North Logan

case happening again. The participation of citizens wouìd also force

planners to question their outdated bel iefs suPPorting the zoning Purposes

Amendments to the zoning process might also curb the desíre of the City to

proceed wi thout due process of the law. The North Logan câse study

provides a case in poÌnt, lnstead of the LCC or residents being abìe to

respond to zoning informatìon made avaiìable to them, it was one month

after the expropriation Process had begun that they ìearned the ìand they

occupied was slêted for clearance in order to create an industrial park.

A judgment as to whether an action is fair and reasonably necessêry

depends, êt ìeast in Part, on the availability and comparative merits of

vîable alternåtives by which the arears objective needs can be achieved or

met. lt ìs organized, informed and responsÌble public Participation that

would assess the needs of a communÎty so as to Protect its integrity and

wouìd maintain the heaìth and safety of its residents.
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